PUBLIC NOTICE
There will be a meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public
Library on Thursday, February 21, 2013 at 5:00 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library
at 400 Eau Claire Street, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.

AGENDA
1) Member Roll Call
2) Citizen Comments (limited to 5 minutes per citizen)
3) Presentation to Wisconsin Poet Laureate Max Garland
4) Approval of Previous Minutes of the Library Board (Page 1)
5) Communications
6) Report of the Library Director (Page 41)
a. The Library Board notebook on the Library website (Page 51)
b. Library staff years of service (Page 52)
c. 2012 ECCF fund statements (Page 54)
d. 2012 Major accomplishments report to the City (Page 57)
7) Report of the Library Board President
8) Committee Reports
a. Distinguished Service Award (DSA) (Page 59)
1. Discussion and action on 2012 award recommendation
2. Discussion and action on DSA Committee description, duties and
composition
9) Friends of the Library Report
10) IFLS Board Report
11) Financial Reports (Page 61)
12) Action on Bills and Claims (Page 66)
13) Statistical Report (Page 85)

14) Consideration of New Business
a. Discussion and action on the 2012 Library Annual Report to the State of
Wisconsin and the Public Library Assurance of Compliance with System
Membership Requirements (included in Annual Report to the State of
Wisconsin) (distributed at meeting)
b. Discussion and action related to Wisconsin Statute 43.15(4)(c)4 that discusses
"same services" requirement for library system membership (Page 87)
c. Discussion and action on the Statement Concerning Public Library System
Effectiveness (included in Annual Report to the State of Wisconsin)
(distributed at meeting)
d. Consideration and action on the 2013 requests for funding from the Friends of
the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library (Page 89)
e. Discussion and action on a supplies to equipment budget adjustment (Page
94)
f. Discussion and action on reappointing Bob Fraser as Resource Library
Representative to the IFLS Board of Trustees
g. Discussion and action on policy reviews for the month (no changes
recommended):
i. Continuation of health insurance benefits (Page 95)
ii. Drug and alcohol-free workplace (Page 96)
15) Directives from the Library Board of Trustees to the Library Director
16) Adjournment
In order to accommodate the participation of individuals with special needs at this
meeting, the Library will provide the services of a sign language interpreter or make other
reasonable accommodations on request. To make such a request, please notify the Library
at 715/833.5318 at least two days prior to the meeting.

Trustees: If you are unable to attend this meeting, please notify the Library’s
Administrative Office by calling 715/833.5318

L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Minutes of a Meeting of the Board of Trustees
A meeting of the Board of Trustees of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library was held
on Thursday, January 17, 2013 at 5 p.m. in the Board Room of the Library.
Board members present: Bruce, Fraser, Hauser, Horan, Lee, Pagonis, Pavelski, Stelter
and Wisner. Board members absent: France.
Staff present: Depa, Stoneberg and Troendle.
Guests present: None.
CITIZEN COMMENTS: None.
APPROVAL OF PREVIOUS MEETING MINUTES
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously
approved the minutes of the December 20, 2012 Board meeting.
COMMUNICATIONS
• John Stoneberg shared the following article: Libraries See Openings as Bookstores
Close.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR Included:
• John Stoneberg spoke with the City Forester and something will be done to trim the
riverbank foliage along the library this spring.
• The holiday ask letter has generated $10,000 so far.
• The 2013 Library Board calendar is posted on the website as well as other updates to the
Library Board section.
• Other highlights and management staff reports.
REPORT OF THE LIBRARY BOARD PRESIDENT:
Don Wisner asked if there was another Board member interested in attending the Alliance for
Strong Communities meetings since Wednesdays are a difficult time for him to go to a meeting
and that is normally when the Alliance meets. Jackie Pavelski agreed to do so until the end of
her Board term.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
Planning Committee
• The review of the 2012 library goals and year two of the library’s strategic plan was
reviewed.
• On a motion made by Susan Bruce and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board unanimously
approved the recommended 2013 library goals.
• On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Jackie Pavelski, the Board
unanimously approved the recommended year three (2013) of the library’s strategic plan.
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REPORT FROM THE FRIENDS OF THE LIBRARY: None.
REPORT OF THE REPRESENTATIVE TO THE IFLS BOARD
• Bob Fraser stated that an IFLS Board meeting will be held on January 23.
FINANCIAL REPORT:
There were no financial reports because year-end reports are still being processed.
ACTION ON BILLS & CLAIMS
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously
approved the Bills & Claims of December 7-21, 2012 as well as the Supplemental Bills &
Claims for December.
STATISTICAL REPORT:
The Board reviewed the December statistical report.
MOTION TO GO INTO CLOSED SESSION FOR PURPOSE OF LIBRARY DIRECTOR
REVIEW:
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board voted to enter
into closed session to consider the annual evaluation of work performance of the Library
Director which for competitive or bargaining reasons is permitted in accordance with Section
19.85 (1) (c) of the Wisconsin Statutes.
MOTION TO RECOVENE IN OPEN SESSION IMMEDIATELY FOLLOWING THE
CLOSED SESSION:
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously voted
to reconvene in open session.
DISCUSSION AND ACTION ON THE EVALUATION OF AND COMPENSATION FOR
THE LIBRARY DIRECTOR
On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously agreed
to give the Library Director a 2.8% wage increase for 2013.
CONSIDERATION OF NEW BUSINESS
• On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board unanimously
agreed on the annual transfer of funds from the operating fund to the capital fund.
• On a motion made by Bob Fraser and seconded by Jackie Pavelski, the Board
unanimously agreed on a resolution in recognition of Max Garland’s selection as the
Wisconsin Poet Laureate for 2013-2014.
• On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Bob Fraser, the Board
unanimously agreed to no changes to the access to the library policy.
• On a motion made by Jackie Pavelski and seconded by Linda Stelter, the Board
unanimously agreed to no changes to the compliance with the Americans with
Disabilities Act regarding the delivery of services policy.
• On a motion made by Susan Bruce and seconded by Robert Lee, the Board unanimously
agreed to no changes to the compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act
regarding employment.
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DIRECTIVES:
• The Library Board instructed the Library Director to invite Max Garland to an upcoming
Library Board meeting so that a presentation can be made to him.
• Library Director will pass on the idea of changing the name of the Public Relations and
Programming division.
ADJOURNMENT
On a motion made by Robert Hauser and seconded by Jackie Pavelski, the Board unanimously
adjourned at 6:09 p.m.
Respectfully submitted,
Jackie Depa, Purchasing Associate II
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The Wrong War Over eBooks:
Publishers Vs. Libraries
“

Libraries, like other consumers, should
be free to buy any published e-content
at competitive prices, to keep these
items in their collection, and to loan
them to their patrons. Anything less
violates basic democratic principles …

American Library Association
Libraries and big six publishers
are at war over eBooks: how much
they should cost, how they can be
lent and who owns them. If you don’t use your public library and assume that
this doesn’t affect you, you’re wrong.
In a society where bookstores disappear every day while the number of books
available to read has swelled exponentially, libraries will play an ever more
crucial role. Even more than in the past, we will depend on libraries of the
future to help discover and curate great books. Libraries are already
transforming themselves around the country to create more symbiotic
relationships with their communities, with book clubs and as work and
meeting spaces for local citizens.
For publishers, the library will be the showroom of the future. Ensuring that
libraries have continuing access to published titles gives them a chance to
meet this role, but an important obstacle remains: how eBooks are obtained
by libraries.
This column is the first in a two-part series about libraries and their role in the
marketing and readership of books. This first part addresses the present
conflict. The second part will look forward to the future for libraries and
publishers and the important challenges that they must address.
The solution to the current pricing problem lies in understanding that the
argument publishers and libraries are having is the wrong argument. It is
based on the paradigm of the printed book and as such presents a series of
intractable challenges for both publishers and libraries. By changing the
model for pricing an eBook, both parties could find a clear and equitable
resolution to the current impasse.
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The Issue
Do libraries increase book sales or cannibalize them? This is the issue at the
heart of the struggle between libraries represented by the American Library
Association (whose president is Maureen Sullivan) and the Big Six publishers.
The current struggle is taking place in a landscape that will be familiar to those
who followed the travails of the music industry over the last decade.
Publishing is changing dramatically as it tries to cope with the rise of eBooks
and the increasing power of Amazon, the decline of bookstores and a flood of
low-priced indie titles. In spite of the good year that Random House is
experiencing (anticipating a merger with Penguin and just having paid
employees a $5,000 bonus each thanks to the success of once-indie author
EL James’ Fifty Shades trilogy), most publishers have found it difficult to
maintain sales and profitability in the current environment. Whether they’re
doomed or not is debatable, but no mainstream publisher is comfortable in
the current environment.
The landscape is also shifting for libraries. The Information Age has posed
numerous challenges to the public library, as Steve Coffman adroitly
chronicles in “The Decline and Fall of the Library Empire.” Libraries have
struggled to understand their role in communities as technology has
changed. In addition to encouraging children to read and lending books, they
have migrated from providing access to online databases to cataloging the web
then providing computer terminals and now broadband access as the needs of
the citizenry for information has changed. The shift in reading towards
eBooks presents a particular problem for them because it’s happening with
startling rapidity and presents significant technological challenges.
In addition to the central issue of pricing, libraries are struggling with the
copyright implications of eBooks, their role as curators and promoters of
reading in an age where publishing is exploding, dealing with technology
intermediaries and gaining access to the newly available wealth of selfpublished works.
The Library Perspective
The central issue for libraries is simple: they believe that withholding eBooks
from libraries entirely, pricing them higher or limiting lends all undermine the
library’s core mission. Robin Nesbit, of the Columbus (OH) Metropolitan
Library System told me that although her eBook circulation of 500,000 lends
annually is only 3 percent of the system’s total, that number is growing by
more than 200% a year. “Plus it’s at least 10% of our budget.” Between the
cost of eBooks and a technology component, providing access to eBooks is
three times as expensive for her as physical books.
This pricing pressure is significant and it’s being felt across the country.
Jamie LaRue, Director of the Douglas County Libraries in Colorado told me
that,
I saw a decrease in use that was hard to explain because our libraries are
busy. Then I looked at our inventory and realized that the problem is that as
we shift our dollars to eBooks, I am buying fewer items because the prices are
so much higher.
The challenge to libraries is not insignificant. Four of the six publishers are
not providing eBooks to libraries at any price. The other two – Random
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House and HarperCollins lead the industry with two different models.
Random House adjusted eBook pricing in 2012. While the prices on some
books were lowered, the most popular titles increased in price – some
dramatically. Author Justin Cronin’s post-apocalyptic bestseller “The Twelve”
whose print edition costs the Douglas County Libraries $15.51 from Baker &
Taylor and whose eBook is priced at $9.99 on Amazon was priced at $84 to
Douglas County on October 31st.
HarperCollins meanwhile has adopted a different model, selling eBooks to
libraries at consumer prices but electronically limiting them to 26 lends and
then requiring that the book be repurchased. Robin Nesbitt sees this as fairer
to libraries, but she points out that it’s still much more expensive than print
books, “I get forty to fifty lends from a bestseller in library binding. But at least
they’re playing.”
And that’s the bigger problem. As detailed below, the rest of the Big Six aren’t
playing – at least not nationally. That’s a big warning sign for libraries, as fully
80% of lends – and an important part of their traffic – comes from
bestsellers. While it seems likely that most of the other publishers will
eventually play, the terms may be worse than those offered by Random House
and HarperCollins.
The Publisher Perspective
Publishers worry that library eBooks will hurt their eBook sales. They have
less friction than physical books. When they speak of friction, publishers
mean that borrowers don’t hold eBooks late, they arrive instantly for the next
patron in line, they never wear out and they don’t even require a trip to the
library. To some extent, publishers may also see eBooks as a way to improve
a situation that they were never really happy with: unrestricted lending of
retail-priced books (more on this later).
I talked to Skip Dye, the VP of Academic & Library sales and marketing for
Random House. Dye seemed genuinely supportive of the mission of public
libraries and very sophisticated in his desire to use research to determine the
amount of friction that actually exists in library systems. He said that the
Random House is “format agnostic” but acknowledged that,
We went through and looked at our pricing and wanted to make sure that the
right value conversation was happening between our library patrons and us.
Some titles went up as much as 200%, some went down in price.
Dye and others who work for big publishers and deal with eBooks have
another challenge that library directors do not: layers of management that
already believe that eBooks may kill large publishing houses and view their
growth as more of a threat than an opportunity. A big part of the problem is
data – there’s a paucity of it. Dye has reviewed the Pew Report on library
usage extensively to inform pricing decisions. But if the institutional bias
among publishers is to see eBooks as more threat than opportunity, title and
library-specific data will be needed to prove that either friction or
cannibalization are less than expected in order to justify consumer pricing for
libraries.
Where the Big Six Publishers Stand Today:
Random House – Sells eBooks to libraries through multiple distributors.
Prices were adjusted in 2012. Although some prices were lowered, the
distributor price to libraries for some popular titles such as 50 Shades Of Grey
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range up to $84 for a single eBook copy – over 8 times the price of the eBook
on Amazon.
HarperCollins - Sells eBooks to libraries through multiple distributors. On
some popular titles it has restricted eBook usage to 26 “lends” after which the
library must repurchase the book.
Penguin – Penguin (slated to merge with Random House) is conducting a test
of eBook sales to libraries with the New York Public Library system. eBooks
will become available six months after their publication date. While pricing
will be similar to physical books, the books will only be available to the library
for one year, after which they will need to be repurchased.
Hachette – Only sells older eBooks to libraries (through the distributor
Overdrive). Hachette increased prices for these older eBooks by an average of
220% in October.
Macmillan – Does not currently sell eBooks to libraries. Macmillan has
announced a test of eBook sales to libraries but not announced details.
Simon & Schuster – Simon and Schuster does not yet sell ebooks to libraries.
According to Carolyn Reidy, CEO, “We have not yet found a business model
that makes us happy. That’s why we’re not in it.”
Evaluating the Arguments

“

In the absence of data people say either what they fear will be true or hope will be true.
– Robert Wolven, Columbia University Libraries

Publishers make three basic arguments for either raising prices on eBooks or
limiting their distribution:
eBooks Don’t Wear Out – This argument is overstated. The libraries I spoke
to said that print bestsellers see more than 26 lends over their lifetime, up to 50
or more before the book would need to be retired.
eBooks Lend More Frequently – Publishers may not have checked out a
popular book from their library recently. After signing up on a list, a patron gets a
call when the book becomes available and if she doesn’t get to the library that
same day someone else on the list may get the book. At the end of her rental
period she will also get a call if the book is not returned precisely on time. The
librarians I spoke with said that a book in high demand would spend very few days
in limbo. This may account for one or two additional eBook lends over the course
of a year, but not more.
You Can Borrow eBooks Without Visiting The Library – Here the
publishers have a more valid argument. The removal of the need to visit the
library could attract an entirely different consumer to borrow eBooks. In a survey
conducted by the ALA and Overdrive, 31% of eBook library borrowers say that
they “rarely or never” visit the physical library. While 36% said that they had
purchased a book after borrowing the same title from the library, over half said
that they’d consider purchasing an eBook from an online retailer if it was not
available from a library. While libraries are very customer-service oriented, it’s
not clear to me why they would want to disintermediate themselves from the
lending transaction. Borrowers will be more reluctant to visit the library but that
necessary visit gives the library the opportunity to promote a variety of other
services.

Libraries have three counter-arguments to publisher concerns:
Libraries Also Buy Duds – Libraries have a valid point when they suggest that
all the margin analysis done by publishers on their most valuable books ignores
the fact that libraries buy thousands of titles each year which see few or no lends.
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Unlike physical booksellers, they do not pulp or return these titles. Unlike
Amazon, they have to pay the publisher when they purchase the title, not just
when they lend it out to their readers. As customers, libraries feel that their risk
profile has not been adequately appreciated by publishers.
Libraries Stimulate Sales– This is partly true. The libraries point to data I’ve
already quoted showing that a significant number of readers go on to buy books
they’ve borrowed. I’ve examined the data and it suggests two things.
Bestsellers Probably Do Cannibalize: Though survey research is
notoriously poor at predicting actual purchase behavior, the ALA/Overdrive
study shows that over half of e-borrowers might consider buy a bestseller
they couldn’t find at a library. Even if this number is smaller in practice,
libraries probably don’t increase sales for books already on the bestseller
lists.
Libraries Help New Authors and Older Titles: Most Big Six
publishers are hopelessly unsophisticated with pricing. They perversely
discount bestsellers and end up charging a higher price for new and unknown
authors. By removing the price hurdle to full-book sampling, libraries can
help these authors build following and word-of-mouth sales.
Libraries Deserve Big Customer Pricing – This argument is true but
irrelevant under current law. Libraries assert that although they are smaller than
Amazon, Barnes & Noble and distributors like Ingram, they are still big customers.
They deserve lower prices than individual consumers rather than higher prices.
The problem is that this is an argument that assumes that libraries own what they
buy. It’s true for physical books – which is why libraries receive preferential
pricing to ordinary consumers. But it is not true for eBooks. Libraries license
eBooks rather than buying them. Thus, libraries are treated like resellers rather
than end users.

The Real Problem – Both Sides Are Having the Wrong Argument
The argument between libraries and publishers has proven so difficult to
resolve for a simple reason: both sides are using a faulty paradigm in their
negotiations. They are treating eBooks like physical property, not software.
This compels them to create difficult and complicated schemes for
reproducing the ownership experience. But the data to determine an equitable
price to sell eBooks to libraries in this scenario are almost impossible to
collect. So the sides remain deadlock and guided by their own pre-existing
beliefs rather than fact. The simple fact is this:
eBooks are Licensed, not Sold
Physical books are sold to libraries under the First Sale Doctrine, established
under the Supreme Court ruling in Bobbs-Merrill Co. v. Strauss in 1908. In
this case a publisher, Bobbs-Merrill, sued Macy’s when they violated the
publisher’s copyright (and a collusive industry pricing practice) by pricing a
book eleven cents under the publisher-mandated retail price of one dollar.
The court ruled that certain aspects of copyright do not survive the first sale:
in particular, the owner after the first sale may resell or lend the book for any
price. (Caleb Crain writes a much better summary of the law and its current
implications than I can in his blog Steamboats are Ruining Everything) It is
this First Sale doctrine that allows bookstores to discount and libraries to lend.
Under current law, though, eBooks are not books – not under copyright law,
at least. Instead, they’re sold under a use license, just like software. This
issue gets a little complex because the pricing rights of the copyright holder
are not absolute – as the Justice Department has recently established – but
they do currently include the right to treat libraries as resellers rather than a
buyers. While I believe that libraries should promote a test case to challenge
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this law, the law will not change soon. In the meantime, though, thinking of
eBooks as software points to a simpler, and surprising more equitable way to
settle the current publisher dispute.
Solution: Charge Libraries Per Lend Based on Cost-per-Circ
There is one number that libraries can easily calculate which publishers will
understand: the cost-per-circulation. This number is simple to calculate. It is
the number of lends and divided by the cost of the books lent. This number is
somewhere in the 50 cent to $1.00 range according to both publishers and
libraries. It can be calculated separately by publisher and even split between
bestsellers and older titles.
Even though libraries might naturally fear this, the per-use model has huge
advantages to both libraries and publishers under the current copyright law.
Advantages to Publishers:
Measurability – Cost per circ is easily calculated. It requires no assumptions
about borrower behavior. Calculating it requires only data that the least
sophisticated library system already collects.
Flexibility – The ability to discount doesn’t disappear the moment a book is
sold. Although libraries are not historically price sensitive, pricing becomes a
valid tool for publishers as they manage the lifecycle of a book.
Equity – Publisher’s stated goal is to control the sale and avoid
cannibalization. This model assures equity with current physical book sales.
Advantages to Libraries
Better Access – Every library could have instant access to every title sold by
every publisher.
Lower Risk – Libraries would spend a fraction of their current cost for titles
that attract few borrowers but still be able to catalogue them.
Better Financial Control – Libraries can make intelligent decisions about how
to use limited resources. Rather than trying to predict borrower behavior they
can react to it.
Fairness – Digital books would not increase the current cost per circ for the
library.
Big Six publishers and libraries recognize that eBooks present new and
difficult issues to each party. For better or worse, Big Six publishers are
unlikely to adopt a pricing model for eBooks that mirrors how print books are
sold to libraries. But current pricing and lending restrictions unfairly penalize
libraries to the detriment of publishers and readers. A system based on actual
use would more fairly allocate cost and risk as long as eBooks are not
governed by the First Sale doctrine.
NOTE: This article is part 1 of a two-part series. The second part will focus on
the future of libraries. The next part will cover concerns with technology,
small publishers and self-published authors and how the publishing industry
and libraries can symbiotically grow together.
FOLLOW ME ON TWITTER
MY BOOKS:
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This article is available
online at:

http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidvinjamuri/2012/12/11/thewrong-war-over-ebooks-publishers-vs-libraries/
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Why Public Libraries Matter:
And How They Can Do More
“

I have often thought that nothing would do more extensive good at small expense than the
establishment of a small circulating library in every county, to consist of a few wellchosen books, to be lent to the people of the country under regulations as would secure
their safe return in due time.
Thomas Jefferson – letter to John Wyche, 1809.

From one standpoint, public libraries
seem like a small thorn in the side of
embattled publishers. They account
for a small percentage of book sales,
but bleed off more sales by lending
bestsellers promiscuously.
Publishers, anxious to discover the
next Fifty Shades or Hunger Games
have little time for their nattering and
would prefer that the current fight
over eBook pricing quietly disappeared.
But there is another side to public libraries in America: they are dynamic,
versatile community centers. They welcomed more than 1.59 billion visitors
in 2009 and lent books 2.4 billion times – more than 8 times for each citizen.
More than half of young adults and seniors living in poverty in the United
States used public libraries to access the Internet. They used this access,
among other purposes to “find work, apply to college, secure government
benefits, and learn about critical medical treatments” For all this, public
libraries cost just $42 per citizen each year to maintain.
The growth of electronic reading holds significant opportunities and threats
for both public libraries and publishers. This is no small affair: new research
from the Pew Research Center shows that a third of Americans now own
eBook readers or tablet devices, and Amazon sells more eBooks than print
books.
Big six publishers limit public libraries’ access to eBooks at their own peril.
They fail to see that public libraries are an integral part of the fragile
ecosystem of reading in America. Without libraries to encourage new readers,
foster book groups and promote communities of reading, publishers will find
fewer readers for their biggest titles, and readers will have more difficulty
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discovering works not on the bestseller list.
Public libraries for their part have been slow to react to the dramatic changes
in publishing and reading that threaten their ability to fulfill their core mission
of promoting reading. By focusing too heavily on giving patrons access to
bestsellers and popular movies, libraries risk missing the significant
opportunity afforded by the explosion in the number of new books published
each year.
This article is the second in a two-part series on libraries and their role in the
marketing and readership of books. The first part focused on the current
dispute between libraries and publishers. This article details the opportunities
and obstacles for libraries in a changed world of publishing and reading.

Why Publishers Underestimate Libraries
Large publishers claim to embrace libraries, and they certainly have wellinformed executives who do: just listen to Skip Dye, the VP of Academic and
Library Sales and Marketing for Random House:

“

We see that the libraries have an important role for us. Libraries have a great influence.
They go through the whole family and create a great sense of community through books.
We’ve always thought that our role is to help the influencers influence.

The actions of the big six publishers tell a different story, however. Indeed,
Random House itself increased the price of many bestsellers in eBook format
– some to $84 or more. As a group, large publisher are wary of libraries, or at
best ambivalent.
Publishers have some justification for their viewpoint. In 2009, public
libraries accounted for just 1.3% of total book sales, down from 4.3% in 1989.
Moreover, Pew research suggests that a third of library eBook patrons might
have bought the books they are borrowing had they been unable to find it at
the library. This almost certainly exaggerates the actual cannibalization of
book sales by libraries (consumer marketers know that self reported purchase
intent notoriously overstates actual purchase behavior), but cannibalization
does occur.
With this understanding, it’s clear why large publishers might be ambivalent
towards libraries. This narrow of view of public libraries misses an important
dynamic, however. Like the humble starfish that preserves entire marine
ecosystems by eating mussels, the American public library is the keystone
species in the ecosystem of reading. Without public libraries to promote the
culture of reading and build communities of interconnected readers,
publishers would face a diminished market for their titles. Indeed, the fact
that reading remains a vibrant part of American cultural life is somewhat
startling in the face of the competition for consumers’ attention: movies,
video games, television, online shopping, browsing and social networking.
Moreover, large publishers face a world that is changing in ways that will
make public libraries ever more important to them. The power of big
publishers is threatened by Amazon, which depresses margins and promotes
self-published authors who routinely underprice the market. At the same
time, the number of bookstores is declining – there were 10,800 in 2012
versus 12,363 in 1997. This makes it harder for publishers to develop new
authors and new genres. Libraries can help with this – if only they would.
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Libraries Need To Rethink Their Acquisitions Strategy

“

Find out what they like, and how they like it, and let him have it just that way. Give them
what they want, and when they want it, without a single word to say
Thomas “Fats” Waller

Public libraries risk missing the opportunities of an important trend: the
explosion of published books. Back in 1950, there were just 11,022 titles
published. In 2010, 328,259 titles were brought to market.

“

According to the Public Library Inquiry, libraries serving populations of 100,000 or more
purchased an average 48,000 books in 1948 – enough to buy over 4 copies of every one of
the 11,000 titles published in that year.
Steve Coffman, Library Support Services, Inc. (quoted from a forthcoming article Coffman
provided to me)

By 2010, however, the situation had dramatically changed. In 2010, there
were over 300,000 titles published, but the average library could buy only
21,000 of them.
Public libraries are still pursuing an
acquisitions philosophy that is guided
by a reality from the 1950’s. When
libraries could buy everything,
individual libraries could curate the
entire opus of the publishing industry
and help consumers get what they
wanted. The need for libraries to
discover new books was minimal,
because everyone knew what the new
books were, and publications like The
Library Journal and Publisher’s Weekly
could review most of the important books. The bigger issue was access.
Under Charlie Robinson, the Baltimore County Public Library system adopted
the philosophy of “Give ‘Em What They Want.” They focused on providing
increased numbers of the most popular titles to patrons – and this philosophy
eventually expanded to include tapes and DVDs. The benefit to libraries was
increased circulation. At one point circulation numbers of the Baltimore
County Public Library were topped only by the New York and the Los Angeles
public library systems.
The benefit of this strategy is that it helped build loyalty to libraries among
adult readers. The problem is that by focusing on books that patrons already
wanted, libraries de-emphasized their important role in the discovery of new
books.
“Libraries have not made the point that we can be an important piece in the
discovery process,” Coffman told me. And while libraries have long perceived
themselves as the “place to get great book recommendations” this mission has
always been accomplished on a library-by-library basis. Today, the number of
titles published is too great to make such ad hoc efforts effective.
Terry Kirchner, the Executive Director of the Westchester County Public
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Library System worries that libraries will try to mimic their traditional roles as
the eBook world explodes, “I’m a little nervous about a model that’s going to
trap us where we are now in print: as a storage repository.”

The Future: Public Libraries as Local Centers For Book Discovery
Libraries support three core missions: promoting reading, offering access to
information and anchoring communities. Although individual library systems
may communicate these priorities differently, most of the librarians I
interviewed broadly agreed with these goals. All three missions contribute to
make a library of the twenty first century the ideal place to discover new
books.
Anchoring Communities – When I spoke with Tony Marx, the President of
the New York Public Library, he was quick to point out that 87 branches of the
New York Public Library opened within 48 hours of Hurricane Sandy’s
landfall. “It’s the most democratic institution in the city,” he said, noting that
people from all walks of life use library resources side by side. The NYPL
recently reached an agreement with New York City to become the lending
library for the New York public schools system – eventually making each of
the 1.2 million students in the public school system a library member and
allowing public school libraries to get any circulating book in the NYPL’s
catalog within 1-2 days.
Meeting space has also become a big selling point for libraries. Ginnie Cooper
– head of the DC Public Libraries has overseen the renovation of 14 libraries
over the past few years. “There are twenty meetings a week at any given
public library. Our libraries are places of contact, community and pride.”
Cooper also pointed to Mary Dempsey in Chicago who was the architect of
Mayor Richard M. Daley’s strategy to rejuvenate neighborhoods by adding
public parks and libraries. Dempsey presided over the building of over forty
new library branches in Chicago, and told a gathering at an American Library
Association annual meeting,

“

I’ve purchased and knocked down more liquor stores, more no-tell motels, more really
crummy and dilapidated, burned-out buildings in neighborhood after neighborhood and
replaced them with libraries than I’d ever thought I’d do in my life.

The new role of libraries as de facto community centers has had practical
implications for library renovations as well. “We learned that the community
room has to be accessible when the library is closed,” Sari Feldman, executive
director of the Cuyahoga County Public Library system in Ohio. “There are a
lot of meeting spaces. The space for physical books has decreased. We don’t
use high stacks anymore.” Tracy Strobel, the deputy director of the library
explains how the library links these meeting areas to impulse book borrowing:

“

When you come into our library we don’t want you to be able to leave without borrowing.
Our greatest compliment is when someone comes in for a neighborhood block watch
meeting and leaves with an armload of books that they can’t pass up. That’s all
merchandising.

Indeed, librarians have long known what book superstores discovered in the
1980’s: the “recommended reading” tables near the entrance to the store,
often grouped topically, generated much more book sales than stacks and
stacks of spine-out titles. As libraries become more meeting oriented and less
of a warehouse for books, they will be able to merchandise books more
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effectively. Steve Coffman points out that unlike bookstores, libraries are
happy to be “show roomed” – to have patrons browse a book in the library but
buy it online instead:

“

Merchandising is a major opportunity for libraries. If we do it well, it’s likely to pay off
very handsomely in terms of what people get out of these buildings. Let’s make it easy for
someone who finds something in the library to put it in their e-reader – or to buy it online!
Let’s turn libraries into book centers.

When libraries become book centers, they will think more about their
reciprocal ties to publishers large and small. Libraries have long hosted book
groups, but few publishers currently provide advanced copies of novels to
book groups through libraries. When publishers understand the marketing
opportunities afforded to them by the transformation of libraries into
community hubs, they’ll fight for space on the display shelves and the
mindshare of the readers.
Providing Access to Information – Since the advent of the information age,
libraries have provided public access to online information. With the growth
of the Internet in the late 1990’s, many libraries added computers to allow
patrons to get online. Over the past several years, the vast majority of public
libraries are helping their communities bridge the digital divide by providing
free broadband Wi-Fi access.
A 2010 report from the Institute of Museum and Library Sciences sponsored
by the Melinda and Bill Gates Foundation details the critical role of libraries in
providing access to Americans living below the poverty line:

“

Overall, 44 percent of people in households living below the federal poverty line ($22,000
a year for a family of four) used public library computers and Internet access. Among
young adults (14–24 years of age) in households below the federal poverty line, 61 percent
used public library computers and Internet for educational purposes. Among seniors (65
and older) living in poverty, 54 percent used public library computers for health or
wellness needs.

Susan Benton, CEO of the Urban Libraries Council adds,

“

Libraries are economic engines for communities, helping people find jobs and gain the
skills they need to get ahead in their careers. The Chicago Public Library system found that
60 percent of the people using the Internet in their branches were applying for or seeking
information about jobs.

The digital divide is real, and the economic downturn hurt many workingclass families, forcing them to reduce expenses on luxury items like highspeed Internet access. These patrons can still discover and promote new
books even when they are not direct purchasers. As reading transitions to
eBooks, libraries are well equipped to help patrons understand and get the
most from this technology.

Can Libraries Escape A Technology Trap?
For consumers, using eReaders is a freeing experience. eBooks are easy to
buy, less expensive and easier to collect on an eReader. None of these things
are true for libraries, however.
The software for lending eBooks to library patrons ranges from inconvenient
to archaic, catalogues are not integrated with library catalogs, eBooks are
much more expensive or restrictive for libraries to obtain and the entire
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catalog of a library’s licensed eBooks may be proprietary to a single technology
provider.
Overdrive, founded in 1986 by Steve Potash was long the sole provider of
eBooks to libraries through its eBook platform. Now 3M and Baker & Taylor
also offer eBook platforms. Each of these companies uses proprietary
software to lend books to library patrons. While they provide a valuable
service, there are problems. First their systems are not compatible (unlike
Adobe’s digital rights standard format – the EPUB file). Secondly,
Overdrive’s licensing agreements do not give library customers eBook rights
outside of its platform. If this sounds like a minor issue, it’s not.
Jo Budler, who was just named “Librarian of the Year” for 2013 by Library
Journal learned this the hard way. Budler

“

realized that an initial proposal in 2010 to renew the Kansas State Library (KSL) contract
with OverDrive would increase administrative costs by some 700 percent over the next
few years, as the state ebook deal was being restructured. Despite the risk of disrupting
and even losing access to ebooks for the users of Kansas libraries, Budler rejected more
than one proposal from OverDrive for a new contract until a year ago when she won the
right to transfer titles from OverDrive to a new platform.

I spoke with Potash at Overdrive who insisted that the migration issues were
created by publisher licensing agreements rather than by Overdrive itself.
Matt Tempelis at 3M (one of the vendors that KSL adopted after leaving
Overdrive) pointedly told me that 3M has worked with publishers to set a
different standard for migration than Overdrive:

“

3M sees an eBook as a software license. 3M believes that a library owns the license under
the terms of the license. We will accept titles purchased from another platform and ensure
that they can activate the titles in the 3M systems. If our libraries want to move to a
competitive platform, we will support that.

3M’s position is helpful, although it’s not all that surprising for a new entrant
to be flexible in a category long dominated by Overdrive. Regardless, though,
the biggest issue for libraries is that technology has increased the costs to lend
eBooks to patrons above the cost of lending physical books – an odd and
unhelpful inversion.
As I pointed out in my first article, libraries are licensing eBooks rather than
buying them. But publishers still sell eBooks as if they’re a single copy of the
print edition. The combination of a license made to resemble a book purchase
with license terms that may cause libraries to lose access to their licensed
books is a big red flag. Most libraries are probably not worried today, because
eBook lending is small – rarely over 5% of all circulation (7% in Douglas
County). This number may grow quickly as reading habits evolve, however.
If libraries don’t find a way out of this technology trap, they’ll find themselves
limited in their ability to meet the needs of their next generation of patrons.

One Solution – Open Source and the Digital Public Library of
America
Under Jamie LaRue, the Douglas County library system has worked hard to
be less dependent on technology providers. The library paid $10,000 for an
Adobe content server license (which also costs $1500 a year for maintenance
and 8 cents per book). They then hired a programmer to create open source
software to allow the library to integrate the Adobe system with their existing
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catalogues. Having the secure Adobe system allows Douglas County to
negotiate directly with publishers. It hasn’t been an easy road, says LaRue,

“

I was on the phone with someone from Simon & Schuster and said ‘I will sign a check today
for $250,000 to buy and host electronic content from you. Let’s be partners.’ He said no.

The Kansas State Library is implementing a multi-vendor system to try to
avoid some of the perils it encountered when tied solely to Overdrive. Making
this kind of program work requires either significant software integration
work or pleading for the tolerance of library patrons asked to use different
systems to borrow books. It’s not an ideal solution.
When I spoke to Maureen Sullivan, the President of the American Library
Association about this issue, she was unequivocal in expressing her concerns:

“

Having good technology infrastructure is critical to the library’s ability to provide a full
range of services. The more our patrons are digital natives the more important this will
be.

She pointed to the Digital Public Library of America – a project that grew out
of a meeting at the Radcliffe institute in 2010 and now includes 40 different
foundations, research institutions, governments and libraries. The goal is to
create a single, comprehensive digital library to allow access to both public
domain and copyrighted material online. The entire project will use open
source software. Many of the works that the Digital Public Library will provide
access to already exist online, but they are often found in silos that may be
difficult to locate or access.
One of the great strengths and weaknesses of the current library systems in
America is that they are individual and local. They are exceptionally good at
serving the individual needs of their patrons and communities. But their
capacity for collective action is limited. In a digital world, the concept of
individual libraries negotiating for digital rights to works with publishers is
inefficient. Libraries lose the advantage of scale. Although advocacy groups
like the ALA can bring some pressure to bear on publishers, it’s not the same
as collective purchasing agreements. Technology providers, sitting between
libraries and publishers have less incentive to negotiate as they represent the
interests of both parties.
The Digital Public Library model is critical to the future of libraries for three
reasons:
1.

Simplicity – A single interface with open source software that will allow for full
integration with existing online library catalogues will dramatically improve the
user experience for library patrons.

2.

Universal Access – having a single point of access to all titles takes the both the
technology and the archival burden off of individual libraries. The Digital Public
Library project will provide consistent metadata, full text searching and
standardized digital rights management for all copyrighted titles.

3.

Group Purchasing – The Digital Public Library will allow libraries to use their
combined purchasing power to negotiate a single price for eBook lending with
publishers.

This project is still some way from being functional – the operational work will
not begin until April of this year. But many prestigious organizations support
the project operationally and financially. Although the aims of the Digital
Public Library stretch far beyond the needs of local public library systems, the
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project is the best hope for public libraries to avoid proprietary lending
systems and to ultimately reduce the delivered circulation cost of eBooks to be
competitive with or below the cost of printed titles.

The Challenge of Indie Publishing
eBooks are both a blessing and a curse to readers. They are cheaper and more
portable than physical books. But it is astonishingly difficult to reliably find
good things to read outside of the bestseller lists. Online reviews are
notoriously unreliable and unlike movies, where Metacritic or Rotten
Tomatoes serve to consolidate critical reviews of a single work, no such service
exists for books. Adding to the difficulty, a significant percentage of eBooks
are so-called “indie” books: self-published or published by a very small press.
It would be easy to ignore these books if they resembled the vanity press
works of previous years. Some do, but others do not. Publisher’s Weekly
estimates that fifteen of the 100 bestselling books of 2012 were selfpublished. Beyond the predictable romance and thriller novels there are
surprising works, like Wool by Hugh Howey, a novella that has won critical
acclaim as well as a film option from Ridley Scott.
The biggest problem for libraries right now is that they do not have access to
these works as eBooks. Saira Rao, co-founder of indie publishing house In
This Together Media whose youth title “Soccer Sisters” by Andrea Montalbano
has been featured on the Today Show explains:

“

When we tried to get into Overdrive they said they really only consider publishers with at
least 25 titles. So small, indie publishers like us who really value librarians for word-ofmouth – and self-published authors–are de facto boxed out.

When I pressed Rao on the value of libraries she said that she and most small
publishers and authors would be happy to donate copies of their eBooks to
libraries if that were possible. While Overdrive told me that they work with
some self-published authors and 3M has inked a deal with Smashwords,
neither platform has access to either Andrea Montalbano’s eBook or Hugh
Howey’s. When I asked Hugh Howey whether he’d give free copies of Wool
to libraries, he was even more direct:

“

I learned something interesting from the Kindle Lending Library and digital pirates, two
admittedly quite different sources. What I learned is that free copies lead to sales. If your
works are priced appropriately, and you gain a fan through free, they’ll often purchase a
legitimate copy as well. Libraries are amazing institutions for authors as well as readers.
They provide exposure. They give curious minds a place to sample outside of their comfort
zone. I would absolutely give libraries a free copy of Wool.

This is a major oversight but one that libraries can quickly remedy. Current
eBook providers are customer driven and if 3M and Overdrive begin hearing
from multiple libraries that they want access to a broader selection of indie
press and self-published titles they will most likely get it. That’s a hint.
The bigger problem by far – and the one that offers the biggest opportunity for
libraries is the question of discovering indie books that don’t land on the
Today Show or the New York Times Bestseller list.
Libraries Should Cooperate To Discover Great Books
The second problem with Indie books is that there are so many of them.
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Bowker estimates that over 235,000 books and ebooks were self-published in
2012 alone. This number is growing quickly and even in print alone, selfpublished books accounted for 43% of the total publishing output in 2011.
Those numbers are astonishing (harken back to the 11,000 books published
in 1950), and their magnitude explains why eBook users have difficulty
finding the next book to read. Once we abandon the bookstore for the virtual
world we find that it is a primeval forest, dangerous and uninviting, replete
with frauds and scams looking to scrape a quick buck off of unsuspecting
readers. There are a few sites like Goodreads and Indie Reader that offer
alternatives to the untrustworthy online review, but for the ordinary reader,
there is no single source available to sort the diamonds from the coal.
Now let’s do some simple math: there are 16,000 library buildings in the
United States. If each library were to review just one unique book a month, as
a group they would cover 192,000 titles in a year. That’s 58% of the total
books published for 2010. Many of these books could be reviewed quickly:
they are poorly written, unedited and lacking any redeeming virtues. Perhaps
one in ten would be worthy of a detailed review. Yet if each library discovered
just one interesting book a year – and shared that result with other libraries
who could review and rate those interesting books there would be 16,000
interesting books for libraries to review. If we assume that just one in one
hundred of those reviewed books are “great” libraries would still have
discovered 160 great new books to recommend to library patrons each year.
None of this requires more work than libraries do today. Librarians routinely
read books just for the purpose of deciding whether to recommend them to
patrons. But the process is ad hoc: it’s done on a library-by-library or systemby-system basis. There is no coordination. But such coordination would not
be difficult to arrange, nor would it require a mandate or any significant
funding. It would just require a website with a list of new titles and links
accessible only to real people working in real libraries.
The benefits of cooperating to evaluate a meaningful portion of the opus of
American publishing would be tremendous. Libraries are the most trusted
source of book recommendations, as they have no financial interest in the
result of the recommendation. If libraries start discovering new authors,
publishers will pay much keener attention to them. The current paradigm of
publishers who reluctantly sell libraries eBooks will reverse. Publishers will
treat libraries at least as well as book bloggers and copies of new works will be
distributed for free.
The opportunities and challenges for libraries in the new millennium seem
vast, but Ginnie Cooper at the DC Public Libraries reminded me that they’ve
seen it all before:

“

There was a time when libraries did not buy paperbacks.

Cooper is correct. The paperback changed everything. The first paperback
printed in the U.S. was an edition of The Good Earth by Pearl S. Buck printed
by Pocket Books in 1938. By the 1950’s, the low cost of paperback books had
created such a boom of sales that LeBaron R. Barker of Doubleday, stated
that paperbacks would “undermine the whole structure of
publishing.”
The low cost of the paperbacks undercut the popularity of pulp magazines and
as a result, many popular pulp authors had the previously unthinkable
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opportunity to become book authors. Among them were:
Isaac Asimov
Ray Bradbury
Edgar Rice Burroughs
Raymond Chandler
Philip K. Dick
Dashielle Hammett
Robert Heinlein
Elmore Leonard

Let us hope that we’ve truly seen this all before.

NOTE: This article is part 2 of a two-part series.
FOLLOW ME ON TWITTER
MY BOOKS:

This article
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http://www.forbes.com/sites/davidvinjamuri/2013/01/16/why-public-libraries-matter-and-howthey-can-do-more/
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Findings
The population of e-book readers is growing. In the past year, the number of those who read e-books
increased from 16% of all Americans ages 16 and older to 23%. At the same time, the number of those
who read printed books in the previous 12 months fell from 72% of the population ages 16 and older to
67%.
Overall, the number of book readers in late 2012 was 75% of the population ages 16 and older, a small
and statistically insignificant decline from 78% in late 2011.
The move toward e-book reading coincides with an increase in ownership of electronic book reading
devices. In all, the number of owners of either a tablet computer or e-book reading device such as a
Kindle or Nook grew from 18% in late 2011 to 33% in late 2012. As of November 2012, some 25% of
Americans ages 16 and older own tablet computers such as iPads or Kindle Fires, up from 10% who
owned tablets in late 2011. And in late 2012 19% of Americans ages 16 and older own e-book reading
devices such as Kindles and Nooks, compared with 10% who owned such devices at the same time last
year.

E-reading device ownership
% of Americans who own e-book readers, tablet computers, and at least one of those devices
40%
33% *
30%

25%

20%

18%

17%
12%

10% 10%

8%

10%
4%

19%

6%
3%

0%
May-10
Ebook reader

May-11
Tablet

Dec-11

Nov-12

Had either tablet or Ebook reader

Source: Most recent data from Pew Research Center Internet & American Life Project Library Services
survey. October 15-November 10, 2012. N=2,252 Americans ages 16 and older. Interviews were
conducted in English and Spanish and on landline and cell phones. Margin of error is +/- 2.3
percentage points for the total sample.
* Surveys for December 2011 and November 2012 involved those ages 16 and older. Previous samples
were of adults age 18 and older.
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This move toward e-books has also affected libraries. The share of recent library users1 who have
borrowed an e-book from a library has increased from 3% last year to 5% this year.2 Moreover,
awareness of e-book lending by libraries is growing. The share of those in the overall population who are
aware that libraries offer e-books has jumped from 24% late last year to 31% now.3
These latest figures come from a survey by the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project
which was conducted on October 15-November 10, 2012 among 2,252 Americans ages 16 and older.
The margin of error is plus or minus 2.3 percentage points.

Who reads e-books
In the book-reading population, those most likely to read e-books include those with college or graduate
degrees, those who live in households earning more than $75,000, and those whose ages fall between
30 and 49.
The tables below, which show increases among various demographic groups, are based on those who
say they had read a book in the past 12 months, not the full population of those ages 16 and older.

1

The way we defined recent library users changed between 2011 and 2012. In 2011, recent library users were
those who had used a public library for at least one of eight activities in the previous twelve months. In 2012, we
defined recent library users as those who had done one of the following things in the previous twelve months:
visited a public library in person, gone on a public library website, or used a cell phone, e-reader or tablet to visit a
public library website or access public library resources.
2
The way we identified e-book borrowers has changed. In 2011, our question was addressed to those who had
read e-books and the language was: In the past 12 months, have you used a public library to borrow or download
an e-book?” This year the question was asked of all those who had used their library’s website in the past 12
months and the question language was: “In the past 12 months, have you used a public library website to borrow
or download an e-book?”
3
In 2011, this question was asked of those who do not read e-books or those who read e-books but do not borrow
them from the library. The figure cited here for 2011 is converted to all those ages 16 and older. In the recent
survey it was asked of all adults.
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E-book readers
Among those who read at least one book in the past 12 months, the percentage who read at least one ebook in that time period

All readers

30

Change in
percentage points
+9

December 2011^

November 2012^^

(n=2,474 book readers)

(n=1,754 book readers)

21

Men

22

30

+8

Women

20

31

+11

16-17 (n=91)

13

28

+15

18-29

25

31

+6

30-49

25

41

+16

50-64

19

23

+4

65+

12

20

+8

White, Non-Hispanic

21

31

+10

Black, Non-Hispanic

19

30

+11

Hispanic

19

24

+5

Less than $30,000/yr

14

19

+5

$30,000-$49,999

18

28

+10

$50,000-$74,999

24

38

+14

$75,000+

34

44

+10

No high school diploma

11

21

+10

High school grad

15

20

+5

Some College

22

31

+9

College +

30

42

+12

Urban

22

34

+12

Suburban

22

32

+10

Rural

17

20

+3

Age

Race/ethnicity

Annual household income

Education level

Urbanity

Source: 2012 data from Pew Internet Library Services Survey, October 15 – November 10, 2012. N=2,252 people ages
16 and older. Interviews were conducted on landline and cell phones and in English and in Spanish. Margin of error is
+/- 2.7 percentage points for recent readers.
2011 data from Pew Internet Reading Habits Survey, November 16 – December 21, 2011. N=2,986 people ages 16 and
older. Interviews were conducted on landline and cell phones and in English and in Spanish. Margin of error is +/- 2.3
percentage points for recent readers.
^ In December 2011 survey, 78% of Americans ages 16+ had read a book in previous 12 months
^^ In November 2012 survey, 75% of Americans ages 16+ had read a book in previous 12 months
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Who read books in the past 12 months
In the new Pew Internet survey 75% of Americans ages 16 and older said they had read a book in any
platform in the previous 12 months. That is not statistically significantly different from the 78% who in
late 2011 said in a survey they had read a book in the previous 12 months. Of them:
x

89% of the book readers said they had read a printed book. This translates into 67% of all those
ages 16 and older.

x

30% of the book readers said they had read an e-book. This translates into 23% of all those ages
16 and older.

x

17% of the book readers said they had listened to an audio book. This translates into 13% of all
those ages 16 and older.

All told, those book readers consumed a mean (average) of 15 books in the previous 12 months and a
median (midpoint) of 6 books — in other words, half had read fewer than six and half had read more
than six. That breaks down as follows:
x

7% of Americans ages 16 and older read one book in the previous 12 months

x

14% had read 2-3 books in that time block

x

12% had read 4-5 books in that time block

x

15% had read 6-10 books in that time block

x

13% had read 11-20 books in that time block

x

14% had read 21 or more books in that time block
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Book readers
% of all Americans ages 16+ who read at least one book in the past 12 months either all or part of the way
through (including those who read printed books and e-books and those who listen to audio books)

Mean number of Median number of
Overall book
books (average among books (midpoint
reading population
among book readers)
book readers)

75%

15

6

Men (n=1,059)

70

13

5

Women (n=1,193)

81*

17*

8

16-17 (n=101)

90****

13

5

18-29 (n=369)

80***

13

7

30-49 (n=369)

77**

16

7

50-64 (n=586)

72

15

6

65+ (n=531)

67

18*

7

White, Non-Hispanic (n=1,572)

78*

16*

8

Black, Non-Hispanic (n==243)

74*

11

5

Hispanic (n=277)

60

13

5

Less than $30,000/yr (n=629)

66

14

6

$30,000-$49,999 (n= 586)

78*

18

7

$50,000-$74,999 (n= 628)

81*

15

7

$75,000+ (n=567)

84*

15

7

No high school diploma (n=254)

55

10

5

High school grad (n=610)

66*

17*

5

Some College (n=562)

82**

13*

6

College + (n=812)

90***

18**

10

Urban (n=721)

78

14

6

Suburban (n=1,090)

75

16

7

Rural (n=440)

72

17

7

Full sample (n=2,252)

Age

Race/ethnicity

Annual household income

Education level

Urbanity

Source: 2012 data from Pew Internet Library Services Survey, October 15 – November 10, 2012. N=2,252 people ages 16
and older. Interviews were conducted on landline and cell phones and in English and in Spanish. Margin of error is +/2.3 percentage points for the total sample and +/- 2.7 percentage points for recent readers.
* indicates statistically significant difference compared with others in same grouping
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E-book borrowing from libraries
This move toward e-books has also affected libraries. The share of recent library users who have
borrowed an e-book from a library has increased from 3% last year to 5% this year.
Beyond that, there is growing public awareness that the vast majority of public libraries now lend ebooks. In the entire population of those ages 16 and older, the number who are aware that libraries
offer e-book loans increased from 24% last year to 31% now. At the same time, there has been a drop in
the number of people who do not know whether their local library has an e-book borrowing program.
Now, 57% say they don’t know if their library offers e-books. Last year, 63% of those ages 16 and above
did not know if their library offered e-books for borrowing.4

4

In 2011, this question was asked of those who do not read e-books or those who read e-books but do not borrow
them from the library. The figure cited here for 2011 is converted to all those ages 16 and older. In the recent
survey it was asked of all adults.
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What You Can Do about Ebooks and Libraries
By Maureen Sullivan
Mon, 01/14/2013 - 12:02
8 steps to start (and continue) the conversation regarding library ebook
lending
I wanted to share ideas about what you
can do to help solve the problem of
publishers who will not sell ebooks to
libraries.
Stay informed. The ALA Transforming
Libraries website
(http://www.ala.org/transforminglibraries/)
(http://www.ala.org/transforminglibraries/) and

the American Libraries E-Content blog
(http://www.americanlibrariesmagazine.org/econtent) provide breaking

news, as well as
information about various studies, and
reports. These include recent ebook
research, information on economic
models, and tip sheets on ebooks and econtent. It also covers local library
initiatives and public awareness
campaigns.

Here are concrete steps you can take to help resolve the
current impasse over ebooks and ensure that they are
available to all library users in all our communities at a fair
and affordable price.
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Make your patrons aware. Users are
questioning libraries on a daily basis
about unavailable ebooks, and this offers a great opportunity to explain the situation. Public
opinion is the most powerful tool we can bring to bear on publishers, and tens of millions of
library users, who are also print and ebook buyers, cannot be ignored.
Make community leadership aware. Let other departments, other community
organizations, and your elected officials know about the situation. It is important that they
understand that publishers, not libraries, are denying access. They can help spread the word,
building public support. Schedule special briefings at community meetings.
Make local media aware. Publishers want favorable publicity, not unfavorable publicity.
Write a guest editorial (you can use my open letter (http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/econtent/open-letter-america-s-publishers) as a

starting point), or a letter to the editor of your local
paper from the Board of Trustees, or meet with a local editorial board. Extending our reach
through media is one of the best ways to strengthen our collective voice.
Let publishers know. Tell publishers your users need access to ebooks. Some libraries
have also encouraged patrons to contact publishers. Remember that library users are also
book and ebook buyers, and as heavy readers, library users serve a key role in spreading the
word on new books.
Work with your state chapter. Many state chapters are organizing public awareness
campaigns or shared action plans. State officials also need to be aware of the need for ebook
access.
Work with other libraries. Many libraries belong to automated networks, consortia, and
other collective groups that already provide shared and/or statewide e-content to libraries.
Many of these are exploring or implementing ways for libraries to work together to provide
increased access to ebooks.
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Where we stand. Most of the thousands of small- and medium-size publishers of ebooks
are working with libraries. Of the Big Six, Random House and HarperCollins make ebooks
available to libraries, although at pricing much higher than that for individuals. Macmillan,
Penguin, and Hachette are all engaged in limited library trials, so our efforts have focused on
extending these pilots as soon as possible to all libraries. Of the Big Six, only Simon &
Schuster has taken no action.
ALA’s Digital Content and Libraries Working Group
(http://www.ala.org/groups/committees/special/ala-dcwg) (DCWG) has focused its

efforts on
addressing member concerns about library access to the full range of ebook titles. Two
subgroups within the DCWG focus on communications and awareness—both providing tools
and resources to help librarians, as well as tips on strategic outreach to the media
(http://www.ala.org/advocacy/advleg/publicawareness/campaign%40yourlibrary/prtools/handbook) and
external audiences. These groups have created a media and communications toolkit
(http://ala.org/transforminglibraries/ebooktoolkit) for librarians.
The toolkit provides librarians with templates to support activities such as issuing a press
release, obtaining op-ed placement in the local newspaper, writing letters to the editor, and
working with the media.
We welcome your help in getting the word out and hope you’ll act on these ideas yourself.
Working together, I know that we can resolve the current impasse and ensure that ebooks
are available to all library users in all our communities at a fair and affordable price.
MAUREEN SULLIVAN is an organization development consultant to libraries and professor of
practice in the Managerial Leadership in the Information Professions doctoral program of
the Graduate School of Library and Information Science at Simmons College in Boston.
Email: msullivan@ala.org (mailto:msullivan@ala.org) .
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You could call on all librarians to write to Simon & Schuster and tell them that as
selectors, we will not buy any new materials from their company until they agree to sell ebooks to libraries.
Submitted by Anonymous (not verified) on Thu, 01/17/2013 - 22:56.
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Public Library Users Want Both Books and
Technology
Print [5]
ShareThis
By George Eberhart [6]
[2]

[1]
A new report by the Pew Research Center indicates that free access to
technology in public libraries is as important to Americans ages 16 and
older as printed books and reference services. “Library Services in the
Digital Age” (PDF file [7]), released January 22 by the center’s Pew
Internet and American Life Project, showed that 80% of the 2,252
interviewees said borrowing books and consulting reference librarians
were “very important” library services, while 77% gave free access to
computers and the internet the same rating.

[3]

Of those who gave a high rating to technology in the library, AfricanAmerican and Hispanic users were more likely than whites to feel free
access was very important. Women and those with some college
experience were also especially likely to feel this way.
The survey was conducted October 15–November 10, 2012, via cellphones
and landlines in both English and Spanish. Funded by the Bill & Melinda
Gates Foundation, the survey is part of a larger research effort launched in
the fall of 2011 to explore the role libraries play in American communities.
In other survey findings, a notable share of Americans said they would
welcome wider uses of technology, such as:
• Ask-a-librarian services (37% said they would “very likely” use this
service).
• Apps-based access to library materials and programs (35% “very
likely”).
• Access to technology petting zoos to try out new devices (35% “very
likely”).
• GPS-navigation apps to help patrons locate materials within the
library (34% “very likely”).
30
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• Redbox-style lending machines or kiosks located throughout the
community where people could check out books, movies, or music
remotely (33% “very likely”).
• Amazon-style customized book, audio, and video recommendation
schemes (29% “very likely”).
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Computer: Free
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Larra Clark, program director for the American Library Association’s
Office for Information Technology Policy, represents OITP on the project’s
advisory group. “This is an incredible opportunity to increase our
Online Training
understanding of public perceptions and expectations of libraries in the
Courses
digital age,” Clark told American Libraries. “Pew does not advocate, but
www.GlobeUniversity.e…
its work provides the ALA, libraries, and library advocates with timely
Globe University Online
information that can be used to identify gaps and opportunities, as well as
Training for Today's In
-Demand
Jobs
communicate our changing roles in the community.”
Search

A majority (53%) of the interviewees said libraries should “definitely”
Newspaper
offer a broader selection of ebooks. In addition, more than half would be
Archives
likely to check out e-readers already loaded with books (58%), take classes www.genealogybank.c…
on how to download library ebooks to handheld devices (57%), and take
Locate Deceased
classes or instruction on how to use handheld reading devices like eRelatives With The
Largest Obituary Archive
readers and tablet computers (51%). This represents a significant growth
over the past year.
The 53% of Americans who visited a library or bookmobile in person in
the past 12 months took part in the following activities:
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

eBooks By
Scholastic.

Scholastic.com/Storia
Interactive eBooks for
Kids! A New App to
Engage Young Readers.

73% browsed the shelves for books or media.
73% borrowed print books.
54% researched topics that interested them.
Buying a Latex
50% got help from a librarian. Asked how often they got help from
Mattress?
library staff in answering research questions, 31% said they
www.LatexMattress.org
frequently got help, 39% said they sometimes got help, and 23% say Learn these 7 Questions
to Ask Before Buying a
they hardly ever got help.
Latex Mattress...
49% sat, read, and studied, or watched or listened to media.
46% used a research database.
41% attended or brought a younger person to a class, program, or
Advertise on our site
event designed for children or teens.
[4]
40% borrowed a DVD or videotape of a movie or TV show.
31% read or checked out printed magazines or newspapers.
23% attended a meeting of a group to which they belong.
21% attended a class, program, or lecture for adults.
17% borrowed or downloaded an audiobook.
16% borrowed a music CD.

The Pew Research Center also canvassed some 2,067 library staff members in
December 2012 who provided answers to open-ended questions that illustrated
what new services they were implementing or considering. Having more digital
materials available was high on the list, and many said that they would love to have
more ebooks available, as well as tablets and e-readers for checkout. Others wanted
radio-frequency identification (RFID) tracking systems for books, hands-on projects
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in makerspaces, digitized local history resources, videoconferencing, and expanded
community outreach.
“These findings paint a picture of a public that wants its libraries to be all things to
patrons,” said Lee Rainie, director of the Pew Internet Project and coauthor of the
survey report. “There is no clear roadmap of public priorities for libraries, so
different communities will likely come up with different mixes of services as they
move into the future.”
ALA President Maureen Sullivan welcomed [8] the report’s findings, saying, “The

good news is that our nation’s libraries embrace this broad vision of meeting
community needs in person and online and already are working to implement it.
The challenge, of course, is determining how to best meet growing information and
learning demands at a time when many libraries still face flat or reduced budgets.”
A summary [9] of the survey findings as well as the complete report (PDF file [7])
can be found on the Pew Internet Project website.
American Libraries, Tue, 01/22/2013 - 06:00
Special Reports Technology internet Pew Internet and American Life Project
Center print books public libraries Technology

Pew Research

American Libraries Magazine | 50 East Huron | Chicago, IL 60611 | 2013© American Library
Association | Staff Login
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Summary of findings
The internet has already had a major impact on how people find and access information, and now the
rising popularity of e-books is helping transform Americans’ reading habits. In this changing landscape,
public libraries are trying to adjust their services to these new realities while still serving the needs of
patrons who rely on more traditional resources. In a new survey of Americans’ attitudes and
expectations for public libraries, the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project finds that
many library patrons are eager to see libraries’ digital services expand, yet also feel that print books
remain important in the digital age.
The availability of free computers and internet access now rivals book lending and reference expertise
as a vital service of libraries. In a national survey of Americans ages 16 and older:
x

80% of Americans say borrowing books is a “very important” service libraries provide.

x

80% say reference librarians are a “very important” service of libraries.

x

77% say free access to computers and the internet is a “very important” service of libraries.

Moreover, a notable share of Americans say they would embrace even wider uses of technology at
libraries such as:
x

Online research services allowing patrons to pose questions and get answers from librarians:
37% of Americans ages 16 and older would “very likely” use an “ask a librarian” type of service,
and another 36% say they would be “somewhat likely” to do so.

x

Apps-based access to library materials and programs: 35% of Americans ages 16 and older
would “very likely” use that service and another 28% say they would be “somewhat likely” to do
so.

x

Access to technology “petting zoos” to try out new devices: 35% of Americans ages 16 and
older would “very likely” use that service and another 34% say they would be “somewhat likely”
to do so.

x

GPS-navigation apps to help patrons locate material inside library buildings: 34% of Americans
ages 16 and older would “very likely” use that service and another 28% say they would be
“somewhat likely” to do so.

x

“Redbox”-style lending machines or kiosks located throughout the community where people
can check out books, movies or music without having to go to the library itself: 33% of
Americans ages 16 and older would “very likely” use that service and another 30% say they
would be “somewhat likely” to do so.

x

“Amazon”-style customized book/audio/video recommendation schemes that are based on
patrons’ prior library behavior: 29% of Americans ages 16 and older would “very likely” use
that service and another 35% say they would be “somewhat likely” to do so.

When Pew Internet asked the library staff members in an online panel about these services, the three
that were most popular were classes on e-borrowing, classes on how to use handheld reading devices,
and online “ask a librarian” research services. Many librarians said that their libraries were already
offering these resources in various forms, due to demand from their communities.
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These are some of the key findings from a new national survey of 2,252 Americans ages 16 and older by
the Pew Research Center’s Internet & American Life Project and underwritten by a grant from the Bill &
Melinda Gates Foundation. The interviews were conducted on October 15-November 10, 2012 and done
on cell phone and landlines and in English and Spanish.

Public priorities for libraries
Asked for their thoughts on which services libraries should offer to the public, majorities of Americans
are strongly in favor of:
x

Coordinating more closely with local schools: 85% of Americans ages 16 and older say libraries
should “definitely” do this.

x

Offering free literacy programs to help young children: 82% of Americans ages 16 and older say
libraries should “definitely do” this.

x

Having more comfortable spaces for reading, working, and relaxing: 59% of Americans ages 16
and older say libraries should “definitely do” this.

x

Offering a broader selection of e-books: 53% of Americans ages 16 and older say libraries
should “definitely do” this.

These services were also most popular with the library staff members in our online panel, many of
whom said that their library had either already implemented them or should “definitely” implement
them in the future.
At the same time, people have different views about whether libraries should move some printed
books and stacks out of public locations to free up space for tech centers, reading rooms, meeting
rooms, and cultural events: 20% of Americans ages 16 and older said libraries should “definitely” make
those changes; 39% said libraries “maybe” should do that; and 36% said libraries should “definitely not”
change by moving books out of public spaces.

Americans say libraries are important to their families and their communities,
but often do not know all the services libraries offer
Fully 91% of Americans ages 16 and older say public libraries are important to their communities; and
76% say libraries are important to them and their families. And libraries are touchpoints in their
communities for the vast majority of Americans: 84% of Americans ages 16 and older have been to a
library or bookmobile at some point in their lives and 77% say they remember someone else in their
family using public libraries as they were growing up.
Still, just 22% say that they know all or most of the services their libraries offer now. Another 46% say
they know some of what their libraries offer and 31% said they know not much or nothing at all of what
their libraries offer.

Changes in library use in recent years
In the past 12 months, 53% of Americans ages 16 and older visited a library or bookmobile; 25% visited a
library website; and 13% used a handheld device such as a smartphone or tablet computer to access a
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library website. All told, 59% of Americans ages 16 and older had at least one of those kinds of
interactions with their public library in the past 12 months. Throughout this report we call them “recent
library users” and some of our analysis is based on what they do at libraries and library websites.
Overall, 52% of recent library users say their use of the library in the past five years has not changed to
any great extent. At the same time, 26% of recent library users say their library use has increased and
22% say their use has decreased. The table below highlights their answers about why their library use
changed:

Main reasons patrons cite why their use increased
26% of recent library users ages 16+ say their use of libraries has
gone up in the past 5 years.
N=351
Enjoy taking their children, grandchildren

26%

Do research and use reference materials

14%

Borrow books more

12%

Student

10%

Use library computers and internet

8%

Have more time to read now, retired

6%

To save money

6%

Good selection and variety

5%

E-books, audio books, media are available

5%

Convenient

5%

Reading more now

5%

Library events and activities

4%

Good library and helpful staff

3%

Quiet, relaxing time, social locale

2%

Use for my job

2%

Main reasons patrons cite why their use decreased
22% of recent library users ages 16+ say their use of libraries has
gone down in the past 5 years.
N=292
Can get books, do research online and the internet is
more convenient
Library is not as useful because my children have grown,
I'm retired, I'm no longer a student
Too busy, no time

pewinternet.org

40%
16%
12%

Can't get to library, moved, don't know where library is

9%

Prefer e-books

6%

Prefer to buy books or get books from friends

5%

Not interested

4%

Health issues

3%

Don't read much these days

3%

Don't like local library or staff

3%

Children are too young

2%
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Source: Pew Research Center Internet & American Life Project Library
Services Survey. October 15-November 10, 2012. N for recent library users
ages 16+=1,361. Interviews were conducted in English and Spanish and on
landline and cell phones.

How people use libraries
Of the 53% of Americans who visited a library or bookmobile in person in the past 12 months, here are
the activities they say they do at the library:
x

73% of library patrons in the past 12 months say they visit to browse the shelves for books or
media.

x

73% say they visit to borrow print books.

x

54% say they visit to research topics that interest them.

x

50% say they visit to get help from a librarian. Asked how often they get help from library staff
in such things as answering research questions, 31% of library patrons in the past 12 months say
they frequently get help, 39% say they sometimes get help, 23% say they hardly ever get help,
and 7% say they never get help.

x

49% say they visit to sit, read, and study, or watch or listen to media.

x

46% say they visit to use a research database.

x

41% say they visit to attend or bring a younger person to a class, program, or event designed
for children or teens.

x

40% say they visit to borrow a DVD or videotape of a movie or TV show.

x

31% say they visit to read or check out printed magazines or newspapers.

x

23% say they visit to attend a meeting of a group to which they belong.

x

21% say they visit to attend a class, program, or lecture for adults.

x

17% say they visit to borrow or download an audio book.

x

16% say they visit to borrow a music CD.

Internet use at libraries
Some 26% of Americans ages 16 and older say they used the computers there or the WiFi connection to
go online. Here’s what they did on that free internet access:
x

66% of those who used the internet at a library in the past 12 months did research for school or
work.

x

63% say they browsed the internet for fun or to pass the time.

x

54% say they used email.

x

47% say they got health information.

x

41% say they visited government websites or got information about government services.
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x

36% say they looked for jobs or applied for jobs online.

x

35% say they visited social networking sites.

x

26% say they downloaded or watched online video.

x

16% say they bought a product online.

x

16% say they paid bills or did online banking.

x

16% say they took an online class or completed an online certification program.

Additionally, some 36% of those who had ever visited a library say the library staff had helped them use
a computer or the internet at a library.

African-Americans and Hispanics are especially tied to their libraries and
eager to see new services
Compared to whites, African-Americans and Hispanics are more likely to say libraries are important to
them and their families, to say libraries are important to their communities, to access the internet at the
library (and feel internet access is a very important service libraries provide), to use library internet
access to hunt/apply for jobs, and to visit libraries just to sit and read or study.
For almost all of the library resources we asked about, African-Americans and Hispanics are significantly
more likely than whites to consider them “very important” to the community. That includes: reference
librarians, free access to computers/internet, quiet study spaces, research resources, jobs and careers
resources, free events, and free meeting spaces.
When it comes to future services, African-Americans and Hispanics are more likely than whites to
support segregating library spaces for different services, having more comfortable spaces for reading,
working and relaxing, offering more learning experiences similar to museum exhibits, helping users
digitize material such as family photos or historical documents.
Also, minorities are more likely than whites to say they would use these new services specified in the
charts below.
Statistical analysis that controls for a variety of demographic factors such as income, educational
attainment, and age shows that race and ethnicity are significant independent predictors of people’s
attitudes about the role of libraries in communities, about current library services, and about their likely
use of the future library services we queried.
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Blacks and Hispanics more likely to say they would be likely
to use new library services
Among all Americans ages 16+, the percentage who say they would be “very likely” to
use these services at their local public library
Whites
80%
57%

60%

56%

57%

43%

40%

29%

28%

Blacks

Hispanics

58%
51%

50%

49%

46%

43%

29%

28%
19%

20%
0%

Cell app that
An online research Program that
Classes on how to Kiosks/“redboxes”
allows you to use service where you allowed people to download library
throughout
library services
could ask
try out new tech
e-books
community to
questions of
devices/apps
check out
librarians
books/movies

80%
55%

60%

45% 44%

43% 42%

40%

43%
28%

19%

20%

20%

38% 37%
18%

38% 41%
23%

0%
Media lab to
E-book readers Cell GPS app that Instruction on how Customized online
create/upload new loaded books you helps you locate
to use e-book recommendations
digital content like
want to read
material inside
reading devices based on your past
library activity
movies, your elibrary
books

Source: Pew Research Center Internet & American Life Project Library Services Survey. October
15-November 10, 2012. N=2,252 Americans ages 16 and older. Split sample for these activities. N
for whites= 790 in Form A and 782 in Form B. N for blacks=126 in Form A and 117 in Form B. N for
Hispanics=138 in Form A and 139 in Form B. Interviews were conducted in English and Spanish
and on landline and cell phones.

In addition, African-Americans are more likely than whites to say they have “very positive” experiences
at libraries, to visit libraries to get help from a librarian, to bring children or grandchildren to library
programs.
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2013 Schneider Family Book Awards
recipients named
SEATTLE (01/28/13) — The American Library Association (ALA) is pleased to announce the

winners of the 2013 Schneider Family Book Awards which honor an author or illustrator for
the artistic expression of the disability experience for child and adolescent audiences. The
award was announced today during the American Library Association (ALA) Midwinter
Meeting in Seattle, Jan.25-29.
Recipients are selected in three categories: younger children (ages 0–8), middle school (ages
9–13) and teens (ages 14–18). Winners will receive $5,000 and a framed plaque which will
be presented in Chicago during the ALA Annual Conference in June.
“Back to Front and Upside Down!” written and illustrated by Claire Alexander and published
by Eerdmans Books for Young Readers, an imprint of Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co.,
won the award for younger children.
Stan is excited about making a birthday card for his principal, Mr. Slippers, until he discovers
that he has to write a message. For him, letters come out back to front and upside
down. Stan learns that asking for help, a little coaching and a lot of practice make for
success.
“Ms. Alexander presents a delightful story of promise for young people who may also have
difficulty with their letters,” said Award Chair Marilyn M. Irwin.
“A Dog Called Homeless,” written by Sarah Lean and published by Katherine Tegen Books,
an imprint of HarperCollins Publishers, won the award for best middle school title.
A year after her mother’s death, Cally, a fifth grader, has stopped speaking when no one
seems to care about what she has to say. When her family moves to a new apartment, Cally
meets 11-year-old Sam who is deaf and blind. Through her friendship with Sam and the
mysterious appearance of a dog, Cally finds her voice.
“Through Ms. Lean’s words, Cally and Sam demonstrate that communication can take a
number of different formats,” Irwin said.
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The teen award winner is “Somebody, Please Tell Me Who I Am” written by Harry Mazer
and Peter Lerangis and published by Simon & Schuster BFYR, an imprint of Simon &
Schuster Children’s Publishing Division.
Ben surprises everyone by enlisting in the army after his high school graduation. When his
convoy is caught in an IED explosion, Ben suffers a traumatic brain injury (TBI), resulting in
memory loss and other disabilities. His 15-year-old brother Chris, who has autism, becomes
a critical catalyst to Ben’s recovery.
“In a time when so many young people are returning from war with TBIs, Chris helps readers
see how much the love and support from family can mean,” said Irwin.
Members of the 2013 Schneider Family Book Award committee are: Chair Marilyn M.
Irwin, Indiana University-Indianapolis, Bloomington, Ind.; Alyson Beecher, Pasadena
Unified School district, Los Angeles; Andrea Erickson, Prince George County Memorial
Library, Columbia, Md.; Jill Garcia, National Library Service For The Blind & Physically
Handicapped, Beltsville, Md.; Peg Glisson, Penfield, N.Y.; Kathy Kirchoefer, Prince
George’s County Memorial Library System New Carrollton Branch, Bowie, Md.; and Susan
Person, Mamie Doud Eisenhower Public Library, Broomfield, Colo.
The American Library Association is the oldest and largest library association in the world
with approximately 58,000 members. Its mission is to provide leadership for the
development, promotion and improvement of library and information services and the
profession of librarianship in order to enhance learning and ensure access to information for
all.
For more information on the Schneider Family Book Award and other ALA Youth Media
Awards, please visit www.ala.org/yma.

Source URL: http://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/news/ala/2013-schneider-family-bookawards-recipients-named
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TO:

The Library Board of Trustees

FROM:

John Stoneberg, Library Director

DATE:

February 15, 2013

SUBJECT:

Report of the Library Director

___________________________________________________________________________
Administration
Library Director
Library Legislative Day
On a snowy February 5 morning, the bus to Library Legislative Day left IFLS at 6 AM with a
dozen intrepid participants—and Luna, Kathie Schneider’s guide dog. Despite not getting
the numbers desired, everyone on board appreciated Leah Langby from IFLS and her effort
to take a bus to Madison and it was wonderful not to have to drive there on a wintry day—
and to be able to go and come on the same day. Besides myself from LEPMPL, there were
Brenda Brant and Julie Markgraf from the Friends of the Library Board and Kathie Schneider
and Luna. Mark Troendle met us in Madison.
Once at the capital, we had a full schedule and met with representatives from the offices of
the five legislators who represent at least some part of the City of Eau Claire--Senators Terry
Moulton and Kathleen Vinehout and Representatives Kathy Bernier, Dana Wachs and
Warren Petryk. The only actual legislator we met with was Dana Wachs; otherwise it was
with interested staff members. The issues we presented included ones relating to public
library system funding, broadband access, BadgerLink, university libraries, statewide
resource contracts (including the Newsline for the Blind) and the importance of the Common
School Fund to school libraries.
We got home about 6:30 PM and still might consider trying again to take a bus next year. I
think everyone felt it was a good experience--one always feels like they have done their civic
duty when we get done with Library Legislative Day. I sent thank yous out to all the
legislators. One pleasant surprise the next day was from Senator Vinehout who chatted quite
a while and would like to schedule a listening session at LEPMPL in the coming months
related to the budget.
Highlights
• Dr. Ruth Cronje who works in the English Department at UW-Eau Claire received an
award for $1,000 from the Association of American Colleges and Universities Seminar
Grants program. The goal of the project entitled "Visioning the Civic Engagement Mission
at UW-Eau Claire" was to invite diverse members from the campus and Eau Claire
community for a full-day seminar to solicit their vision for the university's civic
engagement mission and to plan how the mission will be realized. This seminar took place
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on January 15 and I was invited to participate and have agreed to continue to be involved
as a community member as the university develops its civic engagement mission.
Staff was able to participate in the “Wild Wisconsin Winter Web Conference” in the Board
Room on January 16. The state-wide, day-long virtual conference was developed by the
Nicolet Federated Library System and sponsored by several other Wisconsin public library
systems (including IFLS) and included six sessions by speakers from across the country.
Leaders of Eau Claire County's three branches of government--legislative, judicial and
executive--highlighted the major County accomplishments of the past year and provided
brief on key issues for the year ahead at the Chamber of Commerce’s annual Eggs &
Issues: State of the County on January 18. Speakers included County Board Chair Gregg
Moore, Presiding Judge William Gabler and County Administrator Tom McCarty.
Assistant Director Mark Troendle, Youth Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer,
Circulation Services Manager Laura Miller, Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio,
Associate Larry Nickel and I met on January 30 along with Jennifer Moe, an Eau Claire
County Crisis Coordinator from Northwest Connections, to discuss a number of issues that
staff has dealt with for a long time. (Jen spoke at an all staff workshop last year.) Some of
the issues have intensified recently because of the number of homeless that staff are
dealing with at this time continues to grow and the issues have become more complicated.
Many of the issues concern all customers, not just the homeless and the issues will not be
going away, but staff needed to brainstorm and have a conversation about what is
acceptable and not acceptable and how to better respond.
One important item was that not only does staff need to respond to and treat all customers
the same, but that there is a consistency among staff and that is only possible through a
continued effort at better communication about encounters with customers. Staff needs to
prevent, for example, the same customer dealing with three different staff over the course
of a day and staff treating each of those encounters as a first-time situation. The library has
a good incident reporting system in place and staff has been reminded to try to fill out an
incident report whenever they deal with a customer about an issue of concern. There is a
staff procedural manual that ties to the Customer Rights and Responsibilities brochure and
in it there are helpful scripts that go along with each of the rules.
Mark and I had a good, lengthy meeting on February 6 with Tom Giffey who is now the
managing editor at Volume One. Tom is planning an article of the future of libraries.
City Council President Kerry Kincaid and new City Manager Russell Van Gompel
highlighted 2012 and spoke about what 2013 has in store for the City of Eau Claire at the
Chamber of Commerce’s Eggs & Issues: State of the City on February 15.
Spoke with Kayla Moore, an intern with the Duluth Library Foundation on Friday 15. The
foundation is looking to grow and become a greater presence in its community and her job
as intern is to research how other libraries are organized in terms of handling fundraising.
Meetings attended included: Confluence Update (January 15); MUNIS training (January
17) DECI Downtown Parking Committee (January 17 and February 14); MORE Directors
Council (January 18); Rescarta Scanning (January 22); IFLS Board of Trustees (January
23); Christina Jones (Tour and talk with the new Altoona Public Library Director)
(January 25); DECI Board (February 6); mandatory pre-bid meeting for the windows
replacement project (with Purchasing Associate Jackie Depa) (February 6); “Writing for
the Web” webinar (February 7); and New Library Ideas Representative (Bob Bridges)
(Freading/Freegal) (February 8).
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Updated book, DVD and music trailers and feature videos for the library website home
page.

Assistant Director/Human Resources (Mark Troendle)
• Since mid-January, three positions in Reference Services became available and have
now been filled, all by internal candidates. A new full-time Associate II position was
awarded to Isa Small. Formerly, Isa had a job combination of two part-time Assistant
I positions. After the search process concluded, those two positions were offered to
and accepted by Jennifer Cook and Melissa Ida. Presently, there is a hiring process
underway to fill the Circulation Services Desk Clerk position vacated by the
promotion of Jennifer Cook. The Assistant I and Desk Clerk job descriptions were
both reviewed and revised as part of this process.
• Completed a set of surveys from the System and Resource Library Administrators
Association of Wisconsin (SRLAAW). The six surveys were designed to gather
feedback from all public libraries in the state on six areas related to system services:
resource sharing, technology infrastructure, service implications of technology,
funding, awareness of libraries/library systems and library law. On February 4, as the
Resource Library representative, Mark attended a SRLAAW meeting in DeForest,
Wisconsin to review the survey results and examine how public library systems can
remain effective in meeting member library needs into the future. This library has
and will continue to advocate for modernizing what is referred to as the “same
services” requirement for member libraries in a regional library system.
• The IFLS Member Library Planning Committee, which Mark is a member of, met to
review the responsibilities of the committee, review and approve the member library
survey and review the agenda for an April planning meeting.
• Attended the following: a meeting with the Library Ideas representative to review a
new music streaming service that will soon be available, a demonstration of a scanner
that may be purchased for public use, in-depth MUNIS training and a portion of the
Wild Wisconsin Winter Web Conference.
• Staff Affairs sponsored a fun, lunchtime crockpot cook-off on January 24. The
committee also raised additional funds for charity by extending casual Friday to the
entire Super Bowl weekend, meaning that in exchange for a small charitable
donation, staff could wear jeans and their favorite team’s jersey and support a good
cause at the same time.
Business Manager Teresa Kriese
• With City staff, coordinating multiple changes to the MUNIS accounting system.
There have been and continue to be some challenges with the new procedures and the
timeliness of processing these items through the City. Teresa is working with the
City to try to resolve some of those issues. The following changes took place as of
January 1, 2013:
o The processing of all purchasing requisition system directly into MUNIS.
Training for the new process for management staff took place on January 15
and 17.
o Automatic document scanning and storage for accounts payable invoices.
o Direct entry of all procurement card purchases. Training for the new process
for management staff took place in mid-January.
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o The City Finance Department would like to convert all Library accounts
payable to be handled completely by City accounting staff. Teresa, Mark and
I are discussing options and the possible implications of such a duties transfer.
Together with Webmaster Jeff Burns, coming up with an on-line payment system for
the library website. A decision on a credit card system and/or a Pay Pal account
should be made in early February.
With feedback from staff, completing the Annual Library Report that is due to the
State by March 1.
Completing the annual year-end financial closing entries.
With City staff, working on a way to gather more accurate information on the current
Library Fixed Assets.

Purchasing Associate Jackie Depa
Project Updates:
• Repairs of display stands in front of the circulation desk have been completed.
• Replacement chairs for the first floor public area seating have been received and
placed.
• Masonry brick replacement completed in November.
• Lighting control panel punch list completed in December.
• Heat pumps project completed in December.
• Public elevator refurbish is nearly complete. The interior walls, flooring and
repainting is yet to be finished. There have been some difficulties with the quality of
the paint work. The workers are now working on the staff elevator. Once the staff
elevator has been completed to the same point, the companies installing the new
interior and flooring in both elevators will begin work. Both elevators passed final
state inspection. Additional work will be done at no charge to the Library due to
some issues with added noise that occurs when running the staff elevator. Parts are
on order and work will begin to try to remedy the situation when the parts arrive.
• Windows replacement project – Specifications were finalized and the bidding process
should be completed by the end of February with work to begin late spring 2013.
• Media stack lighting –Sample lighting was reviewed and found to work well.
Currently waiting for a quote from Prism Design.
• Stack lighting improvement study with estimated budget numbers has been received.
The estimated cost is $400,000 to replace the lighting fixtures, ceiling tiles, HVACVAV and duct work in all non-renovated public areas of the first and second floors.
Youth Services (YS)
Last month, Youth Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer reported about the letters to
Santa program that the Young Adult Advisory Board sponsored. The response was very
positive, but especially rewarding after receiving the following message from a customer
(and YAAB member parent):
I have a co-worker who has a special needs adult son who wrote a letter to Santa this year.
She didn't know what to do with it so I gave it to Raymond for YAAB to respond to. Getting
this letter was the highlight of his day and talked non-stop about it for 30 minutes and
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wanted to take it to work to show everyone. You guys do a great deed when you do this type
of thing!!!
Youth Librarian Dayna Lovell met with high school and middle school Literacy Specialists
and finalized plans for three collaborative teen programming series that will take place this
summer at the library. The programs will include an AP Summer Prep series, a Meet the
Classics series and a Teens Night at the Library. Youth Services is very excited about
forming this new partnership and look forward to the fun and informative programs.
Youth Services Associate Jill Patchin worked with Margie Bucholz, a public health nurse
with the City-County Health Department to put up a display in the YA lounge for Dental
Health Promotion month. Poster contest participants are hanging now and community judges
will come in and vote. The display also contains a tabletop display of “how much sugar is in
that drink.”
Youth Services offered a School’s Out Special (SOS) on January 28. Detective Training
offered kids a chance to earn their detective badge by creating a disguise, cracking codes,
solving clues and reading fingerprints. These SOS programs have become very popular and
it’s always fun for staff to get a chance to work with school-age kids. Youth Services
Associate Alisha Green planned this fun program and wrote a post for the IFLS Keeping Up
with Kids blog so other IFLS librarians could borrow the idea if they want.
Youth Services staff had their annual planning retreat on January 11 and this opportunity to
plan events for all of 2013 and the first two months of 2014. They discussed plans for the
2013 summer library program and have chosen “space” as our general theme for this year.
Staff is already at work hiring performers and making plans for all aspects of the summer
program.
Public Relations & Programming (PRPS)
The library's 2014 adult programming calendar opened with an antique appraisal program,
“What's It Worth?” presented by veteran antique appraiser Mark Moran. Once again, this
program was extremely popular with community members, so the event has been scheduled
again for next January, making it the “3rd Annual.”
A poetry discussion series was offered on three Wednesday mornings during the month.
Morning poetry discussion series continue to be popular: more than 25 people attended each
of the three sessions of “Seeing in the Dark: The Poetry of Tomas Tranströmer.”
Tranströmer won the 2011 Nobel Prize in Literature. Discussions were led by Warren Lang.
The library actively partners with a wide variety of organizations throughout the community,
and program offerings in January reflected that commitment. “Beginnings and Endings,” a
presentation organized by Eau Claire's Poet Laureate Bruce Taylor that featured readings of
poetry and prose by local authors was held at the library early in the month and generated
remarkably strong attendance. “Find the Right Career Training,” a workshop designed and
presented by staff from UW-Eau Claire's Employment Opportunity Center was offered at
morning and evening sessions later in the month.
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PRPS staff continued their management of digital entries for Wisconsin ArtsWest. Entries
were accepted for consideration through January 8. The digital photos of the entries along
with title, dimension and media information were sent to the juror the following week for his
consideration.
Highlights of activities and projects included:
Larry Nickel
• Created all new slides for the PR monitor at Circulation in preparation for a “smart
TV” replacing the large screen monitor and PC.
• Designed and ordered signs for new tobacco-free campus policy.
• Designed and ordered a newspaper ad for “Wisconsin’s Nazi Resistance” program.
• Created a list of topic areas for each non-fiction stack for use in the current sign
project.
Melany Bartig
• Worked at “What’s It Worth?” program on January 12.
• Created flyers for The Revolution Has Come: History of the Black Power Movement,
Writers Read: Love and Other Disasters, and Wisconsin’s Nazi Resistance: The
Mildred Fish-Harnack Story. Also created a flyer for Mitchell Spencer’s art show,
“Unfamiliar Images from the Familiar.”
• Mailed ArtsWest entries to juror.
• Ordered cupcakes for ArtsWest reception.
Kris Jarocki
• Updated the ACT data base with program participant information for future mailings.
• Shopped for, set up and cleaned up after all programs.
• Completed processing ArtsWest 34 entries, prepared spreadsheets, downloaded and
labeled photos for the juror and prepared envelopes and forms for artist notifications.
• Compiled survey results for programs.
• Printed, mailed and posted program flyers and newsletters.
Reference Services (RS)
Two new Reference Assistants, Jennifer Cook and Melissa Isa were hired for the two open
19 hour positions. Isa Small was hired for the new Associate II position in Reference as well.
When they have all begin their new jobs, Reference Services will again be fully staffed.
Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio attended MUNIS training on January 15. This
will allow for tracking purchase orders and make it easier to see what monies have been
spent out of budgeted reference funds. Renee continues to work with Chippewa Valley
Museum staff on the collaborative digitization of some of the Museum’s materials.
Reference Associate Cindy Westphal continues to edit and make changes to the library’s
website, updated the Author Alert page, maintained the schedule for the two rotating sections
on the home page of the website and added the recommended websites for January. Cindy
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also participated in the Library Associate II position interviews and created a duties checklist
for the vacant Library Assistant positions.
Offering e-mail genealogy assistance, Reference staff looks up obituary requests, scans
obituaries and then send these requests to customers all over the United States. During
January, 42 obituaries were processed and sent electronically.
Reference Assistant Isa Small attended several webinars from the Wild Wisconsin Winter
Web Conference. Topics ranged from marketing to customer service and library ethics. Isa
also responded to queries about the iPad program from four public libraries and worked with
Youth Services Manager Shelly Collins-Fuerbringer to explore options for the Youth
Services iPads. Isa prepared a database presentation for a class of seniors from Memorial
High School with the emphasis on employment skills and job searching. She also worked
with a professor from the UWEC geology department to collect Reference materials on the
Eau Claire Municipal Well Superfund site which students will be encouraged to visit the
library to peruse. Isa began her Reference Associate duties on February
Associate Kathy Herfel and the Reference Assistants have been busy working on the
Community Information database (CID). 134 records were updated in January, 2 records
were deleted and 1 record was added. Fewer than 50 records remain on the list that was
given to Great Rivers 211 which we are now also updating ourselves again. (Great Rivers 21-1 provides free, confidential community information, referrals and crisis line services 24
hours a day, but they have not been doing an effective job in the eyes of staff.
Home Delivery (HDS)
The current Home Delivery customer total is 192. In January, five customers were added to
the program and 5 customers passed away. Kathy held Reminisce with the Library at
Heatherwood Assisted Living. Books read from and discussed were Being Santa Claus and
Kingfisher Encyclopedia of Life. Eight residents participated.
In order to see which titles were read or viewed, Reference Assistant David Dial helped
compile the HDS sheets for annual summaries for each home delivery customer.
Holds and Resource Sharing (HRS)
Reference Services Manager Renee Ponzio will scan and save timesheets with HRS hours.
This will allow HRS staff to keep track of hours used more efficiently.
Van Driver Bob Reider and HRS Assistant Amy Marsh will provide certificates of insurance
for their personal vehicles for times that it is necessary to use them for library business.
HRS Assistants suggested to Renee that something be done with the mailroom door/cage.
The lock has been difficult for many years. Custodial staff and locksmiths have tried to fix it
with no improvement.
While doing the morning route, Bob slipped and fell. Amy submitted a purchase request for
2 pairs of Yaktrax traction cleats. Two different sizes will be ordered. One pair will be for
Circulation and the other pair will be kept in the van.
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There was one instance when some of the offsite returns were not properly backdated. HRS
Assistant Jolene Krimpelbein ran a list to identify erroneous fines and waived them.
When a customer submits a suggestion for purchase, they have the option of having the item
requested on interlibrary loan (ILL) if the item is not purchased. Occasionally the item is too
new to be ordered on ILL. Previously these suggestions were just deleted. Amy worked
with Reference Assistant Isa Small to have Reference staff pass this information on to HRS
staff. HRS will notify customers that they may submit an ILL request once the item is at
least 4 months old.
Information Technology (IT)
In January, Jeff Burns and Kris Nickel responded to and resolved 57 help requests from staff
on a variety of IT-related issues. Other highlights include:
Kris Nickel (Network Manager)
• Purchased and received all equipment on the 2013 replacement schedule including 29
PCs, one network server as well as laser and receipt printers and barcode scanners.
• Configured and installed the printers and scanners as well as began configuring the
PCs and server.
• Purchased and received a Samsung Smart TV to replace the existing PR monitor
behind the Circulation Desk. This TV has wireless connectivity and will connect to a
slides slideshow running from the library’s website which will eliminate the need for
a dedicated PC. The Youth Services PR monitor is scheduled to be replaced similarly
next month.
• Continued moving and migrating applications from the support server to the new
domain controller which will be completed in February.
• Worked with Charlie Schell from NetGuard Solutions and Associate Larry Nickel to
move and configure one of the security camera servers from YS to the IT server
room. This was the last server to use analog connections to cameras which were
upgraded to digital.
• Worked with Ryan from Heartland Business Systems to edit the routing switch to
allow for e-mail access within the library on Apple devices.
• Installed and configured a spare PC for Isa Small, in her new position as a Reference
Services Associate.
Jeff Burns (Webmaster/Electronic Resources Facilitator)
• Continued working with ResCarta digital archiving software in collaboration with
library and Chippewa Valley Museum staff. Upgraded library website with new
software.
• Published monthly e-newsletter in new format.
• Created new genealogy editing software (birth and marriage) for the Genealogical
Research Society of Eau Claire (GRSEC) staff/website.
• Completed training for Rescarta client software.
• Published feature and new media videos (music, DVD, books) to website and mobile
website.
• Finished migrating website files to new website hosting company.
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Generated 2012 website statistical reports.
Updated software for Chippepedia.org website (Chippewa Valley Museum).
Continued making website updates to Clear Vision Eau Claire website.

Circulation
Circulation pages and desk staff assisted customers during the completion of various public
elevator finishing touches which kept the elevator down. There was quite an extensive
process to assist customers via the staff elevator.
Two new wood stands were added to the front and back of the Circulation queue line. These
stands can be used by customers to set their items/purse/backpack down while retrieving
their library card (or just to rest their arms with all of their heavy books!).
Circulation Manager Laura Miller continues to report issues and concerns relating to the
Sierra software via the IFLS Help desk. As upgrades are completed to fix problems; other
issues sometimes surface. Because of our volume, LEPMPL’s library staff is able to notice
these quickly which results in the ability to report them earlier.
Safety and Security (Associate Larry Nickel)
NetGuard technicians replaced four of the five remaining analog cameras with digital
cameras and configured the new server to control those cameras. One camera mount broke
during installation and will be installed when a replacement camera is received from the
vendor.
With the mechanical renovation of the public elevator complete, use by customers has
resulted in the Fire Department being dispatched to the library on multiple occasions when
the elevator help button was pressed. The help button is more accessible, especially to
toddlers, in the new control panel configuration. Larry took the opportunity to update the
keys and fobs in the exterior fire department lock box when it was accessed during one of
these visits by firefighters.
Larry attended a meeting involving several staff members and the Eau Claire County Crisis
Coordinator regarding ongoing customer behavior issues and the library’s increasing
homeless population.
Technical Services (TS)
•
•

Fiscal close on 2012 monies is complete on the Acquisitions side and Acquisitions
Associate Mary Blakewell is preparing to enter the new appropriations and set up
fund allocations following individual meetings with selectors.
Technical Services Manager Sharon Price and Assistant Teri Oestreich attended
MUNIS training at City Hall with Tom Hoff. Teri will be entering purchase
requisitions for TS supplies directly into the City’s MUNIS financial system. Sharon
will do approvals in the system. Teri will partner with Kathy Setter at IFLS/MORE
for bulk orders.
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The 2013 magazine list was updated and dispersed to divisions that use it.
Sharon added awards notes to bibliographic records in the MORE catalog to the
medal winner and honor book titles published in 2012. Following is the list of noted
awards: Caldecott, to the artist of the most distinguished American picture book for
children; Newbery, to the author of the most distinguished contribution to American
literature for children; Sibert, to the most distinguished informational book published
in English; Geisel, to the author and illustrator of the most distinguished contribution
to American beginning reader book for children; Schneider Family Book Award, to
an author or illustrator for a book that embodies an artistic expression of the disability
experience for child and adolescent audiences. Other award winners and honor books
noted on the database but not in the YS Award Collection are: Michael L. Printz,
Coretta Scott King, Odyssey, Batchelder, Belpré and YALSA Award for Excellence
in Nonfiction for young adults.
Mary completed statistics for the annual report. She will not be archiving order
records for 2008. A new product from Innovative, Decision Center, uses 5 years’
worth of order data to create statistical reports on the collection. Decision Center is
scheduled to be installed by MORE sometime in April.
Teri ran the 7-yr patron-delete report for Circulation Manager Laura Miller.
Because Library Books-By-Mail (LBBM) is no longer in operation, Sharon did an
email survey to discover if any division in the building was using Itype 66. Materials
suitable for LBBM to send were assigned this Itype. No one in the building is using it
so TS will discontinue assigning it.
Teri trained Technical Services Desk Clerk Jackie Hagenbucher on creating magazine
spine labels and ‘on hold’ searching for titles on the to-be-cataloged cart.
Associate Cataloger Jenny Karls completed cataloging 100 leveled readers for the
Youth Services collection. She updated the white book cataloging manual on the
process to be followed for these leveled readers.
Mary supervised Teri’s creating orders from white slips for replacements.
Catalogers performed original cataloging on 4 books, 4 DVDs and a software game,
spending a total of 182 minutes.

For MORE:
• Mary and Assistant Jean Pickerign ordered and received 22 titles for the MORE DVD
project.
• Catalogers downloaded 133 authority records into the MORE catalog database to be
used by all MORE catalogers.
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The Library Board Notebook
The Library
Library Vision, Mission and Values - 10/2010
Library Organizational Chart - 05/2011
Library Strategic Plan: Focus on the Future (Final Public Version) - 11/2010
2012 Library Goals
2013 Library Goals
2012 Library Staff Strategic Plan Details – 01/2013
2013 Library Staff Strategic Plan Details – 01/2013
Major Library Accomplishments - 2012
MORE Host Site Agreement - 2013
Resource Library Agreement - 2013
Annual Report to the State - 2011

The Library Board of Trustees
Library Board By-Laws - 07/2010
Library Board Addresses Phone Numbers - 07/2012
Trustee Terms - 06/2012
Library Board Officers and Committees – 2012-2013
Library Board Calendar - 2013

Trustee Background
Chapter 43 (Libraries) (WI Statutes) - 01/2013
Trustee Essentials - 2013
Fast Facts about Wisconsin Libraries - 2011
Fast Facts IFLS/Wisconsin - 2011
Quotable Facts - 2012
Legal Notes for the Library Board - 2011

Website Links
Library Policies
Library Board Section on Library Website
Library Board Meeting Packets (including minutes)
DPI's Wisconsin Library Trustee Resource Page
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Name

Pickerign, Jean A.
Stoneberg, John A.
Nickel, Larry A.
Bartig, Melany S.
Marsh, Amy L.
Westphal, Cynthia C.
Goetz, Gregory L.
Oestreich, Teresa J.
Blakewell, Mary A.
Herfel, Kathleen A.
Krimpelbein, Jolene A.
Szymoniak, Mary Lee
Swenson, Donna A.
Ford, Rebecca J.
Marten, Jon R.
Price, Sharon L.
Flach, Linda J.
Miller, Laura A.
Dial, David W.
Stolp, Margaret L.
Vinopal, Kristine K.
Marshall-Potter, Paul H.
Bilderback, Diane M.
Klee, Betty A.
Collins-Fuerbringer, Michelle L.
Karls, Jennifer J.
Arneson, Rebecca A.
Burns, Jeff A.
Hagenbucher, Jackie K.
Pieper, Donna J.
Green, Alisha S.
Kohls, Kimberly A.
Sullivan, Katherine E.
Jungerberg, Lori K.
Nickel, Kristin A.
Hankes, Janean L.
Von Klein, Jennifer C.
Rieder, Robert E.
Depa, Jacquelyn M.
Jarocki, Kristine S.
Patchin, Jill W.
Johnson, Katie L.
Peterson, Jessi L.
Ponzio, Renee J.
Weldon, Kathleen M.
Baier, Patricia R.
Braunreiter, Kara M.
Small, Isa M.
Stellick, Michele H.

Div

TS
AS
AS
PRPS
HRS
RS
CS
TS
TS
RS
HRS
YS
TS
CS
CS/HRS
TS
CS
CS
RS
CS
CS
CS
CS
CS
YS
TS
PRPS
IS
AS
CS
YS
CS
CS
TS
IS
RS
CS
HRS
AS
PRPS
YS
CS
YS
RS
HRS
CS
YS
RS
CS

Class

Assistant II
Director
Associate II
Assistant II
Assistant I
Associate II
Desk Clerk
Assistant I
Associate I
Associate II
Assistant I
Page
Associate II
Assistant II
Desk Clerk
Professonal 2
Assistant I
Professional 2
Assistant I
Page
Page
Page
Page
Page
Professional 3
Associate II
Professional 2
Professional 1
Associate I
Page
Associate I
Assistant I
Desk Clerk
Page
Professional 2
Page
Desk Clerk
Page
Associate II
Assistant I
Associate I
Desk Clerk
Associate I
Professional 2
Page
Assistant I
Assistant I
Assistant I
Desk Clerk
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Department Code

Years of
Service Hire
Date

YEARS OF
SERVICE
THRU 2013

PL-TECH SVCS
PL-ADMIN
PL-ADMIN
PL-PR & PG SVCS
PL-HRS
PL-REFERENCE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-REFERENCE
PL-HRS
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-HRS
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-REFERENCE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-PR & PG SVCS
PL-INFO TECH
PL-ADMIN
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-TECH SVCS
PL-INFO TECH
PL-REFERENCE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-HRS
PL-ADMIN
PL-PR & PG SVCS
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-REFERENCE
PL-HRS
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-REFERENCE
PL-CIRCULATION

19-Jun-1973
4-Oct-1977
24-Apr-1978
20-Aug-1979
2-Jun-1980
29-Mar-1982
15-Apr-1982
16-May-1983
1-Feb-1985
15-Jan-1987
12-Aug-1991
11-Oct-1991
27-Apr-1992
24-Apr-1992
13-Jan-1992
7-Mar-1994
21-Nov-1994
22-May-1995
7-Oct-1996
8-Sep-1997
21-Aug-1997
2-Sep-1997
22-Sep-1997
24-Nov-1997
5-Jan-1999
4-Oct-1999
12-Jun-2000
17-May-2000
15-May-2000
18-Sep-2000
13-Aug-2001
9-Aug-2001
6-Nov-2001
22-Jul-2002
14-Jul-2003
21-Apr-2003
22-Apr-2003
5-Jan-2004
15-Nov-2005
13-Jun-2005
20-Apr-2005
7-Nov-2006
14-Aug-2006
1-May-2006
1-Nov-2006
27-Aug-2007
21-Aug-2007
5-Jul-2007
2-Oct-2007

40.00
36.00
35.00
34.00
33.00
31.00
31.00
30.00
28.00
26.00
22.00
22.00
21.00
21.00
21.00
19.00
19.00
18.00
17.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
16.00
14.00
14.00
13.00
13.00
13.00
13.00
12.00
12.00
12.00
11.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
9.00
8.00
8.00
8.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
7.00
6.00
6.00
6.00
6.00

Name

Taves, Barbara I.
Jacoby, Ian R.
Johnson, Judith J.
Lovell, Dayna
Troendle, Mark J.

Div

CS
YS
CS
YS
AS

Class

Assistant I
Assistant I
Page
Professional 2
Professional 5

Department Code

Years of
Service Hire
Date

YEARS OF
SERVICE
THRU 2013

PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-CIRCULATION
PL-YOUTH SERVICE
PL-ADMIN

11-Jul-2007
19-Feb-2008
12-Feb-2008
13-Oct-2008
29-Dec-2008

6.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
852.00
15.78
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L.E. PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY (LEPMPL) (2012)
•
•
•

Welcomed over 540,000 visitors.
Circulated 1,043,069 items (including renewals).
Downloads: 39,489 (music); 19,137 (books); 8,804 (audiobooks).

Administration
• Developed and completed a 2013-2018 County Library Plan.
• Amended and agreed on a revised County-wide Library Services Agreement.
• Developed and completed a new library employee handbook.
• Implemented the second year of a 2011-2015 strategic plan.
• Purchased “Circle of Friends” sculpture through the generosity of donors.
• Implemented free two-hour parking for library customers at 7 South Dewey Street.
• Replaced all public seating in the main public areas on the first floor.
• Capital improvement projects: replaced water heater pumps and lighting control
panels; completed roof cap and flashing work, masonry brick restoration, media stack
lighting and windows specifications projects and lower level driveway and parking
lot resurfacing; and began elevators renovation and adding more interior signage.
Technology
• Library was heavily involved as a beta site for testing, switching to and implementing
new integrated library catalog system software which took a considerable staff effort.
• In addition to the Freegal downloadable music service and the OverDrive e-book
service, a second downloadable e-Book service (Freading) as well as a new
downloadable audiobook service (OneClickdigital) was added.
• Continued collaboration with the Chippewa Valley Museum and the ResCarta
Foundation to provide historical images and texts online for public viewing.
• Tested and deployed wireless inventory scanning in Technical Services.
• Configured and deployed wireless printing for customers.
• Migrated E-mail system from Novell GroupWise to Microsoft Exchange.
• Added 10 additional wireless access points to improve wireless coverage and quality.
• Upgraded the security camera system which included moving to digital (IP) cameras,
replacing existing camera servers and adding five cameras and one server.
• Continued to grow and improve online media services (music, books, etc.) for
LEPMPL customers via the library’s newly revamped website and mobile website.
• As part of collaborative projects, continued hosting, support and website development
for Clear Vision, the Genealogical Research Society of Eau Claire and the Chippewa
Valley Museum’s Chippepedia (a free online encyclopedia about the Chippewa
Valley) as well as document imaging and software services for the Museum.
Adult Services
• Number of users of public Internet computer workstations: 92,814.
• Reference transactions: 69,492.
• After one year, had successfully circulated iPads more than 1,500 times. Purchased a
desktop video magnifier for the visually challenged (from the Presto Foundation iPad
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•
•
•
•
•
•

grant). Presented programs about the iPads service at three state library conferences
and continued to be a resource for starting an iPads program for libraries across the
United State and Canada and as far away as Australia.
24,000 items added to and 29,000 withdrawn from the collection.
Adult summer reading program was a success.
Offered 36,000 tax forms to the public. Other than the tax offices or online, the
library is the only institution to offer this service to the public.
Worked with MORE library consortium to improve and streamline courier service.
Current library home delivery service is at 193 customers.
Provided a self-service fax machine for the public to use in the library.

Adult Programming by the Numbers
• 1 annual juried art show featuring 58 works by 55 Chippewa Valley artists (the 33rd
annual ArtsWest show, the largest annual juried art show in Western Wisconsin).
• 1 week-long book festival featuring more than 24 authors.
• 1 day-long vision resource fair for the visually impaired.
• 1 outdoor summer concert held on the library’s shady back lawn.
• 1 hands-on interactive mobile device training session that allowed teens to assist
adults in learning how to use smartphones, digital cameras and e-readers.
• 2 year-long book clubs (1 conducted in Spanish).
• 3 author visits including one author luncheon.
• 4 career-defining workshops.
• 5 4-week lecture discussion series on topics from Yeats and Macbeth’s witches to
feasts and popular songs of the Vietnam era.
• 6 art shows representing the work of 47 area artists.
• 6 public poetry and prose readings arranged together with Eau Claire’s Poet Laureate.
• 6 educational entertainment presentations from gardening to money management to
antique collecting.
• 12 collaborations with local organizations, businesses and institutions including UWEau Claire, the Eau Claire Garden Club, Eau Claire Jazz Festival, RCU and
Partnerships for Pollinators.
Youth Services
• 15% increase in number of programs offered for children and teens. 421 programs
with 18,663 total attendance.
• Partnered with Eau Claire Children’s Theater to offer programming to support several
of their children’s plays based on children’s book characters.
• Summer library program, Surf, Sun and Reading Fun, had a 22% enrollment increase.
• Hosted PBS Get Up and Go Day. One of three sites in Wisconsin and the only
library, the day included a flash mob and over 350 in attendance.
• Hosted a book launch party for local author W.H. Beck for her first children’s
novel, Malcolm at Midnight.
• Started “My First Book Club,” a new book discussion group for new chapter book
readers and a parent.
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Distinguished Service Award (DSA) Committee
Description: The Distinguished Service Award (DSA) is given annually to honor a
community member who has served the L. E. Phillips Memorial Public Library in a
significant way.
Duties: Annually, the Committee shall select a nominee to receive the DSA.
Composition: The Committee shall consist of a Board member who shall serve as chair, a
voting staff member, a representative from the Friends of the LEPMPL and two community
members (one of whom may be another Board member).
Terms of Committee Service (all terms are renewable):
Library Board Trustee: 2 years
Library Director or Designee: 2 years
Friends Board President or Designee: 1 year
Two Community Members (one may be another Library Board Trustee): 1 year
Timeline:
July -- Library Board President officially appoints Library Board members to Library Board
Committees and designates Chairs.
August -- Incoming DSA Committee Chair solicits and/or confirms upcoming year’s
appointments or renewals and sends list to Library Board President.
September -- Library Board President confirms DSA Committee membership.
September-December -- DSA Committee Chair solicits award nominees from Library and
Friends Board members and encourages distribution of applications and library staff issues
press release to encourage community nominations. (The nomination form is on the library
website year round.)
December 31 -- Deadline for submission of nominee applications.
January-February -- Committee meets, reviews nomination forms and makes a
recommendation to submit to the Library Board of Trustees. Completed DSA nominations
should only be viewed by DSA Committee members. The DSA Committee will meet in a
closed meeting and Committee members should use discretion in discussing details of the
selection process.
February-March -- DSA Committee Chair presents recommendation of the DSA
Committee to the Trustees for approval.
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February–April 1 -•
•

Library staff order plaque for recipient and have recipient’s name engraved on
Library plaque.
DSA Committee writes proclamation honoring the DSA recipient and prepares
information for the press release and other publicity.

April –
•
•

Library staff finalizes and issues press release announcing DSA recipient
Library Board President (or designated Trustee) presents the DSA Award at the
Friends of the Library annual meeting.
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
2013 YTD BUDGET REPORT - Operating
For the Period Ended January 31, 2013

OBJ
#
4002
4009
4330
4398
4451
4452
4562
4569
4602
4672
4798
4802
4834
4836
4850
4852
4854
4898
5152
5590
5580

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY REVENUE
General Property Tax-City
Prop Tax-Post 2005 Debt
Library Fines & Miscellaneous Revenue
Other Penalties (Collection Agency)
Electronic Copy Revenue
Copier Revenue
Vending Commission
Miscellaneous Leases
Service to Eau Claire County
Service Charge-Other (Fairchild)
Misc Service Revenues (Act 150)
Interest Allocation
Misc Library Sales - Taxable
Misc Grant Revenue
Gift Revenue
Misc Reimbursements-Lost Items
Payment for Shared Expenses
Miscellaneous Revenue
Sale of Capital Assets
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Working Capital Applied
TOTAL REVENUE

PRELIMINARY

2012
ESTIMATED
REVENUE
$ 2,851,400.00
39,600.00
109,300.00
2,600.00
2,500.00
3,000.00
531,300.00
245,300.00
500.00
18,000.00
15,000.00
5,800.00
100.00
$ 3,854,600.00
64,500.00
$ 3,919,100.00
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ACTUAL
YTD
REVENUE
$

$
$

8,751.59
220.00
280.47
358.76
163.54
116,792.06
13.74
2,375.00
1,236.45
249.99
1,004.43
143,892.34
143,892.34

RECEIVABLE
$

-

-

$
$

-

REMAINING
UNCOLLECTED
$ 2,851,400.00
39,600.00
100,548.41
2,380.00
2,219.53
2,641.24
(163.54)
531,300.00
128,507.94
486.26
15,625.00
13,763.55
(249.99)
4,795.57
100.00
$ 3,710,707.66
64,500.00
$ 3,775,207.66

%
COLLECTED
0.0%
0.0%
8.0%
8.5%
11.2%
12.0%
N/A
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
0.0%
N/A
13.2%
8.2%
N/A
17.3%
N/A
3.7%
0.0%
N/A
3.7%

OBJ
#
6010
6030
6040
6043
6047
6096
6099
6102
6108
6110
6112
6116
6120
6122
6126
6128
6134
6138
6142
6150
6156
6160
6162
6166
6198
6202
6208
6210
6216
6252
6254
6306
6308
6350
6402
6409
6415
6450
6490

ACCOUNT NAME
PUBLIC LIBRARY EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health insurance-Employer
Health insurance Deductible
Auto Allowance
Misc. Reimbursements
Health Ins - Retirees
Unemployment Compensation
Postage & Shipping
Computer Service Charges
Binding
Auditing
Cataloging
Repairs & Maintenance to Auto
Repairs to Tools & Equip
Lab/Medical Testing
Equipment Rental
Other Rental
Special Services
Professional Services
Staff Training/Conference
Membership Dues
Recruitment Expenses
Miscellaneous Contractual
Electricity
Gas Service
Telephones
Cable TV Services
Water Service
Sewer Service
License & Permits
Special Assessments
Liability & Property Insurance
Office, AV, Library Supplies
Library Materials
Lost/Damaged Collection Materials
Gasoline
Equipment Purchases < $5000

ACTUAL
YTD
EXPENDED

2012
APPROP.
$ 1,814,800.00
36,400.00
267,500.00
330,700.00
35,400.00
2,500.00
20,900.00
7,600.00
20,000.00
132,000.00
1,000.00
2,500.00
2,100.00
1,500.00
6,000.00
700.00
1,500.00
4,200.00
34,500.00
14,600.00
22,500.00
2,700.00
500.00
23,600.00
73,500.00
21,000.00
10,500.00
500.00
2,300.00
2,600.00
700.00
31,000.00
81,000.00
427,400.00
15,000.00
2,500.00
51,000.00
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$

133,401.29
145.32
21,072.38
24,529.44
25.00
1,610.66
101,075.97
139.30
627.50
359.77
800.00
16.00
965.00
4,245.12
2,829.68
293.72
37.84
694.81
(350.10)
17,174.25
1,613.65
8,648.63

ENCUMBRANCES
$

760.00
2,787.46
34,064.27

AVAIL.
BUDGET
$ 1,681,398.71
36,254.68
246,427.62
306,170.56
35,400.00
2,475.00
19,289.34
7,600.00
20,000.00
30,924.03
860.70
2,500.00
2,100.00
1,500.00
5,372.50
700.00
1,140.23
4,200.00
34,500.00
13,800.00
22,484.00
1,735.00
500.00
22,840.00
69,254.88
18,170.32
10,206.28
462.16
2,300.00
2,600.00
5.19
31,000.00
78,562.64
410,225.75
13,386.35
2,500.00
8,287.10

%
USED
7.4%
0.4%
7.9%
7.4%
0.0%
n/a
1.0%
7.7%
0.0%
0.0%
76.6%
13.9%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.5%
0.0%
24.0%
0.0%
0.0%
5.5%
0.1%
35.7%
0.0%
3.2%
5.8%
13.5%
2.8%
7.6%
0.0%
0.0%
n/a
99.3%
0.0%
3.0%
4.0%
10.8%
0.0%
83.8%

6496
6498
6802
7020
7044

OBJ
#
6010
6020
6030
6040
6043
6047
6108
6128
6130
6138
6144
6150
6214
6256
6340
6460
6464
6490

Gift Expenditures
Other Materials & Supplies
Capital Purchases
Transfer to Debt Service
Transfer to Library Capital Projects

ACCOUNT NAME
LIB BLDG MAINTENANCE EXPENDITURE
Payroll Wages
Payroll Overtime
Special Pays
Employer Paid Benefits
Health Ins (ER)
Health Insurance Deductible
Unemployment Compensation
Repairs to Tools & Equipment
Repairs to Buildings
Equipment Rental
Laundry & Dry Cleaning
Special Services
Garbage Service
Storm water Charges
Implementation Reserves
Repair Part & Supplies
Building Materials & Janitorial Supplies
Equipment Purchases

18,000.00
500.00
8,000.00
39,700.00
106,000.00
$ 3,676,900.00

2012
APPROP.
$

2,027.60
6,179.54
$ 45,818.87

15,381.62
500.00
1,820.46
39,700.00
106,000.00
$ 3,310,535.12

ENCUMAPPROP.

AVAIL.
APPROP.

YTD
APPROP.

108,700.00
12,700.00
900.00
17,900.00
35,800.00
2,600.00
300.00
23,500.00
300.00
200.00
16,000.00
4,700.00
1,000.00
400.00
2,200.00
15,000.00
242,200.00

$

$

9,085.36
506.29
1,335.19
2,439.20
175.52
188.77
21.95
13,752.28

$ 3,919,100.00

$

334,298.29

$

TOTAL EXPENSES

$

590.78
320,546.01
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$

$

14.5%
0.0%
77.2%
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%

%
APPROP.

3,000.00
8,781.23
1,500.00
$ 13,281.23

$

99,614.64
12,193.71
900.00
16,564.81
33,360.80
2,600.00
300.00
20,324.48
300.00
200.00
7,030.00
4,678.05
1,000.00
400.00
2,200.00
13,500.00
215,166.49

8.4%
4.0%
0.0%
7.5%
6.8%
0.0%
n/a
0.0%
13.5%
0.0%
0.0%
56.1%
0.5%
0.0%
0.0%
0.0%
10.0%
n/a
11.2%

$ 59,100.10

$ 3,525,701.61

10.0%

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
LTD CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT BUDGET REPORT
For the Period Ended January 31, 2013

OBJ
#
4802
5114

490.4049
6810
490.4101
6802

490.4392
4178
4818
4850
4852
5590

6010
6040
6810

490.4438
4853
5590

6810
6810.59001
6810.59002
6810.59003
6810.59004
6810.59005
6810.59006
6810.59007

ACCOUNT NAME
LIBRARY CIP FUND - REVENUE
Interest-Pooled Investments
Tsf from Library

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 1997
Capital Costs (2006 and previous years)
Closed
TECHNOLOGY UPGRADE 1999
Capital Purchases
Closed

ACTUAL
SINCE INCEPTION
EXPENDED

CURRENT
APPROP.
$
$
$

-

ENCUMBRANCES

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

$
$
$

220,530.00
2,490,900.00
2,711,430.00

$
$
$

-

$ (220,530.00)
$ (2,490,900.00)
$ (2,711,430.00)

%
USED

$

716,200.00

$

716,109.38

$

-

$

90.62

100.0%

$

979,900.00

$

979,865.10

$

-

$

34.90

100.0%

$ 125,000.00
$
23,600.00
$ 1,020,700.00
$
1,200.00
$ 700,000.00
$ 1,870,500.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

125,000.00
46,317.43
1,023,617.58
35,177.00
1,230,112.01

$
$
$
$
$
$

-

$
$
$
$
$
$

(22,717.43)
(2,917.58)
(33,977.00)
700,000.00
640,387.99

Total Expense

$
$
$ 1,870,500.00
$ 1,870,500.00

$
$
$
$

31,963.98
4,068.88
1,806,670.00
1,842,702.86

$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$

(31,963.98)
(4,068.88)
62,328.00
26,295.14

LIBRARY BLDG IMPROVEMENT 2007
Energy Improvement Rebates
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

$
$ 1,641,900.00
$ 1,641,900.00

$
$
$

27,121.40
27,121.40

$
$
$

Capital Costs
Capital Costs - Roof Repairs
Capital Costs - Lighting Control Panel
Capital Costs - Heat Pumps
Capital Costs - Exterior Brick
Capital Costs - Elevator
Capital Costs - Parking Lot/Driveway
Capital Costs - 2010 Security System

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

523,821.90
51,502.08
39,599.26
197,027.26
95,449.16
14,840.00
2,330.00
10,000.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

LIBRARY BUILDING EXPANSION 2006
State Aid-Bldg Commission Grant
Other Interest
Gifts & Donation
Misc Reimbursements & Refund
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue
P/R Wages
Benefits
Capital Costs

529,900.00
52,300.00
40,000.00
197,200.00
112,100.00
14,900.00
14,500.00
10,000.00
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1,502.00
1,502.00

6,050.30
-

98.5%

$
(27,121.40)
$ 1,641,900.00
$ 1,614,778.60
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

27.80
797.92
400.74
172.74
16,650.84
60.00
12,170.00
-

Close
Close
Close
Close
Close
Close

OBJ
#
6810.59009
6810.59010
6810.59011
6810.59014
6810.59015
6810.59016
6810.59017
6810.59019

ACCOUNT NAME
Capital Costs - 2011 Security System
Capital Costs - 2011 Av Projects
Capital Costs - Concrete Walk/Lighting
Capital Costs - 2012 Av Projects
Capital Costs - 2012 Security System
Capital Costs - Elevator Overhaul
Capital Costs - Window Replacement
Capital Costs - Chiller Relief Vents
Total Expense

490.4613
5590

LIB TECHNOLOGY UPGRADES 2011
Fund Balance Used for CIP
Total Revenue

6810
6810.59012
6810.59013
6810.59014
6810.59015
6810.59018

Capital Costs
Capital Costs - 2011 Upgrades
Capital Costs - 2011 Av Equip Replacement
Capital Costs - 2013 Av Equip Replacement
Capital Costs - Security System Upgrade
Capital Costs - Application Software Server

TOTAL CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN EXPENSE

ACTUAL
SINCE INCEPTION
EXPENDED

CURRENT
APPROP.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

ENCUMBRANCES

AVAILABLE
BUDGET

26,500.00
1,700.00
70,000.00
1,500.00
4,500.00
340,700.00
225,000.00
1,100.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

26,475.41
594.26
144.98
200,295.00
6,783.00
934.00

$
$
$
$
$ 2,305.00
$ 93,298.00
$ 2,261.00
$
-

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

24.59
1,105.74
70,000.00
1,355.02
2,195.00
47,107.00
215,956.00
166.00

$ 1,641,900.00

$

1,169,796.31

$ 103,914.30

$

368,189.39

$
$

96,700.00
96,700.00

$
$

$
$

-

$
$

96,700.00
96,700.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

48,000.00
22,200.00
16,500.00
7,000.00
3,000.00
96,700.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

2,823.87
22,150.25
2,865.02
27,839.14

$

-

$
$ 10,965.00

$
$
$
$
$
$
$

45,176.13
49.75
5,535.00
7,000.00
134.98
57,895.86

$ 5,305,200.00

$

4,736,312.79

$ 116,381.30

$

452,505.91

tk
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-

$ 10,965.00

%
USED

100.0%

Close
Close

28.8%
91.5%

ADMINISTRATIVE
MEMORANDUM
TO:

Library Board

FROM:

Teresa Kriese, Business Manager

DATE:

02/06/2013

SUBJECT:

January 2013 Warrant Report Summary

You will notice that your Warrant Report/Bills & Claims Report looks much different this month. This is due to the
changes we have initiated within our MUNIS accounting system over the last month. This report will give you the
same information as previous reports. The main information you will want to know is that under the 6 th column
heading of “Check #”. In this column you will see the check number and the check date. Also you will see in the
7th column, the invoice amount and the description of the item/s in the column to the far right. The vendor
information is shown at the far left of the page with the vendor number and name.
The Warrant Report Summary for the month of January is shown below.
Warrant Report Summary – Month Ending January 31, 2013
Invoices Paid for the month of January
Custodial Charges Paid for the month of January
Operating Charges Paid for the month of January
CIP Charges Paid for the month of January
Total

$264,945.51
$ 13,752.28
$190,115.14
$ 1,078.98
$469,891.91

Explanations of large or out of the ordinary/annual payments are shown below:
1. Page #4 – $14,465 paid to Bartingale Mechanical - final payment - Heat Pumps Project.
2. Page #4 – $15,330 paid to Braun Tyssenkrupp - partial payment - Elevator Refurbishing project.
3. Page #4 – $7,104.24 paid to Emmons Business Interiors - purchase of new public seating chairs on
the first floor.
4. Page #5 – $2,998 paid to Litho Specialists for additional signage.
5. Page #9 – $5,252 paid to Netguard Security Solutions - purchase of an additional server for the
security system.
6. Page #12 - $31,101.64 paid to Group Health for the monthly health insurance premiums.
7. Page #13 - $1,960 paid to Prism Design – Stack Lighting Study.
8. Page #14 - $15,027 paid to Library Ideas – Freegal
9. Page #14 - $1,750 paid to Dahl Electric – final payment on lighting control panel project.
10. Page #15 - $3,974.59 paid to Office Depot – office and operating supplies.
11. Page #15 - $7,074.80 paid to Xcel Energy - monthly gas and electric charges.
12. Page #16 - $8,635.97 paid to Eau Claire County for upgrades to shared system.
13. Page #16 - $91,473 paid to IFLS for annual maintenance charges of shared systems.
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|CITY OF EAU CLAIRE
|VENDOR INVOICE LIST

|PG
1
|apinvlst

DOCUMENT
P.O.
INV DATE VOUCHER WARRANT
CHECK #
INVOICE NET DUE DATE TYPE STS INVOICE DESCRIPTION
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
106231 ALTOONA PUBLIC LIBRARY
77530
INVOICE:

12/06/2012268694 010413
184450
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

5.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND JUV BK

104685 AMAZON COM LLC
77590
INVOICE:
77572
INVOICE:
77587
INVOICE:
77580
INVOICE:
77592
INVOICE:
77597
INVOICE:
77600
INVOICE:
77549
INVOICE:
77593
INVOICE:
77577
INVOICE:
77541
INVOICE:
77536
INVOICE:
77566
INVOICE:
77588
INVOICE:
77561
INVOICE:
77555
INVOICE:
77589
INVOICE:
77591
INVOICE:
77599
INVOICE:
77579
INVOICE:
77532
INVOICE:
77560
INVOICE:
77543
INVOICE:
77542

12/20/2012268754 010413
008619467670
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268737 010413
025782193520
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268751 010413
025782217282
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268744 010413
025787881856
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268756 010413
025788751059
CHECK DATE:
12/24/2012268761 010413
041204399851
CHECK DATE:
12/21/2012268764 010413
041209865780
CHECK DATE:
12/16/2012268713 010413
080790244329
CHECK DATE:
11/06/2012268757 010413
082984453754
CHECK DATE:
12/11/2012268741 010413
089067585268
CHECK DATE:
12/17/2012268705 010413
092450197299
CHECK DATE:
12/14/2012268700 010413
092450459768
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268730 010413
092452676380
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268752 010413
116603197322
CHECK DATE:
12/14/2012268725 010413
122102829166
CHECK DATE:
12/11/2012268719 010413
135940305636
CHECK DATE:
12/20/2012268753 010413
140147893717
CHECK DATE:
12/20/2012268755 010413
140148063636
CHECK DATE:
12/20/2012268763 010413
140148263116
CHECK DATE:
12/11/2012268743 010413
143979294934
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268696 010413
149632805653
CHECK DATE:
12/11/2012268724 010413
149633338579
CHECK DATE:
12/11/2012268707 010413
149639802928
CHECK DATE:
12/16/2012268706 010413

184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451
01/04/2013
184451

27.75 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
30.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
295.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
42.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
65.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
20.85 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
15.61 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
86.91 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
38.54 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
247.70 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
521.31 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
36.50 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
62.05 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
498.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
19.38 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
45.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
34.55 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
10.85 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
43.96 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
107.43 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
153.71 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
12.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
145.19 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
125.46 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 155011143764
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77567
12/12/2012268731 010413
184451
12.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 155012250638
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77559
12/12/2012268723 010413
184451
16.47 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 155016607065
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77604
12/15/2012268768 010413
184451
26.49 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 180835536866
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77545
12/16/2012268709 010413
184451
225.04 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 181564561846
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77537
12/13/2012268701 010413
184451
21.30 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 192280213219
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77533
12/13/2012268697 010413
184451
80.33 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 192284670889
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77565
12/16/2012268729 010413
184451
58.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 192285165885
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77571
12/17/2012268735 010413
184451
159.18 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 192288961287
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77535
12/14/2012268699 010413
184451
79.54 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 202762814043
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77574
12/14/2012268738 010413
184451
33.70 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 202763393842
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77539
12/15/2012268703 010413
184451
253.85 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 202768033584
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77563
12/13/2012268728 010413
184451
13.57 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 202769808905
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77603
12/18/2012268767 010413
184451
219.39 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 213824925809
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77538
12/13/2012268702 010413
184451
32.99 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 213827534290
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77596
12/24/2012268760 010413
184451
75.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 213828187440
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77534
12/16/2012268698 010413
184451
98.20 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 213828754287
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77540
12/11/2012268704 010413
184451
59.35 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 220030964314
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77583
12/12/2012268747 010413
184451
61.53 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 220033761837
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77576
12/12/2012268740 010413
184451
23.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 220035826985
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77531
12/12/2012268695 010413
184451
152.20 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 220039913485
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77595
12/28/2012268759 010413
184451
16.25 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 221806709651
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77547
12/08/2012268711 010413
184451
26.57 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 226901195496
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77546
12/09/2012268710 010413
184451
19.48 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 226905621469
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77544
12/17/2012268708 010413
184451
13.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 232867456752
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77548
12/08/2012268712 010413
184451
150.96 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 245414493165
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77582
12/13/2012268746 010413
184451
22.14 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 258802490421
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77602
12/13/2012268766 010413
184451
202.06 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 258803794465
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
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77562
12/08/2012268726 010413
184451
51.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 279576133141
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77586
12/19/2012268749 010413
184451
17.95 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 300274398041
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77601
12/20/2012268765 010413
184451
56.37 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 300277641459
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
__________________
4,968.55
101212 AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC
77607
INVOICE:

12/19/2012268771 010413
184454
NONE1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

2.23 01/02/2013INV PD CELL SVC 12/19 - 01/18

77605
INVOICE:
77606
INVOICE:

12/01/2012268769 010413
184455
2055906254
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
12/01/2012268770 010413
184455
2155601187
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

.26 01/02/2013INV PD 800 LINE THRU DEC 2012

ACCT 287002846404

1.43 01/02/2013INV PD MAIN LINE THRU DEC 2012
__________________
1.69

102671 AYRES ASSOCIATES
77608
1001206512/05/2012268772 010413
184457
INVOICE: 147457
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

633.08 01/02/2013INV PD PROF SVC WINDOW REPLCMNT

101378 BADGERLAND PRINTING USA INC
77609
1001218412/12/2012268773 010413
184462
INVOICE: 00029312
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77610
1001218812/28/2012268774 010413
184462
INVOICE: 00029377
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

43.00 01/02/2013INV PD OH SUPPLIES
61.00 01/02/2013INV PD TS SUPPLIES
__________________
104.00

100237 BAKER & TAYLOR INC
77615
INVOICE:
77613
INVOICE:
77611
INVOICE:
77612
INVOICE:
77614
INVOICE:
77622
INVOICE:
77620
INVOICE:
77617
INVOICE:
77618
INVOICE:
77621
INVOICE:
77619

12/12/2012268779 010413
2027684899
CHECK DATE:
12/12/2012268777 010413
2027688789
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268775 010413
2027690494
CHECK DATE:
12/14/2012268776 010413
2027694840
CHECK DATE:
12/16/2012268778 010413
2027696443
CHECK DATE:
12/16/2012268787 010413
2027700143
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012268784 010413
2027708488
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268781 010413
2027713101
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012268782 010413
2027713155
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268786 010413
2027718195
CHECK DATE:
12/19/2012268783 010413

184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463
01/04/2013
184463

164.75 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
98.54 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
1,478.15 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
257.79 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
283.57 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
612.55 01/02/2013INV PD LIB MAT, L&D, BKMRKS
482.89 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, BKMRKS
749.66 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
71.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
197.58 01/02/2013INV PD LIB MAT, ANCESTRY PLUS
135.88 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 2027718332
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
__________________
4,532.36
100566 BARTINGALE MECHANICAL INC
77852
INVOICE:

8521

11/30/2012269019 010413
184464
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

77623
1001122911/13/2012268788 010413
184465
INVOICE: APPLICATION 7
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

126.09 12/30/2012INV PD REPLACE DEFECTIVE THERMOSTAT
14,465.00 01/02/2013INV PD HEAT PUMPS PROJECT

109348 BRAUN THYSSENKRUPP ELEVATOR LLC
77624
1001209612/25/2012268789 010413
184472
INVOICE: 79169
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

15,330.00 01/02/2013INV PD ELEVATOR REPAIRS

107313 CAPSTONE
77625
INVOICE:

12/07/2012268790 010413
184473
CI10290251
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

997.49 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100578 CDW GOVERNMENT
77626
1001218212/05/2012268791 010413
184477
INVOICE: T993985
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77627
1001218312/07/2012268792 010413
184477
INVOICE: V101457
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

489.59 01/02/2013INV PD FRNDS - ART GALLERY IMPROV
30.42 01/02/2013INV PD IT SUPPLIES
__________________
520.01

104224 CHILDS WORLD
77746
INVOICE:

12/06/2012268913 010413
184479
NA117913
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

1,016.35 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100250 DEMCO INC
77628
1001218612/18/2012268793 010413
184493
INVOICE: 4829843
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

632.00 01/02/2013INV PD TS SUPPLIES

113329 EMMONS BUSINESS INTERIORS LLC
77629
1001216012/20/2012268794 010413
184502
INVOICE: 97034
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

7,104.24 01/02/2013INV PD EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

109556 FREDERIC PUBLIC LIBRARY
77630
INVOICE:

12/13/2012268795 010413
184511
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

10.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT

107941 FRIENDS OF LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
77631
INVOICE:
77632
INVOICE:

12/20/2012268796 010413
184512
NONE1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
12/20/2012268797 010413
184512
NONE1301L
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

500.00 01/02/2013INV PD RFNDBLE DEP - BKMRKS
100.00 01/02/2013INV PD RFNDBLE DEP - GAKAB
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__________________
600.00
102652 G&K SERVICES INC
77482
912091 12/18/2012268645 010413
184513
INVOICE: 1017280666
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77486
912091 12/25/2012268649 010413
184513
INVOICE: 1017291745
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

46.08 12/28/2012INV PD RENTAL, FLOOR MAT, OIL MOP.
46.08 12/28/2012INV PD RENTAL, FLOOR MAT, OIL MOP.
__________________
92.16

100255 GALE GROUP
77016
INVOICE:
77015
INVOICE:
77017
INVOICE:
77020
INVOICE:
77021
INVOICE:
77018
INVOICE:
77019
INVOICE:

11/28/2012268166 010413
97975986
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268165 010413
98013336
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268167 010413
98013341
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268170 010413
98015952
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268171 010413
98019633
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268168 010413
98020955
CHECK DATE:
12/05/2012268169 010413
98021780
CHECK DATE:

184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013
184514
01/04/2013

64.42 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
1,618.20 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
3,781.85 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
74.22 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
200.17 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
103.46 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
144.69 12/19/2012INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
__________________
5,987.01

101216 LITHOSPECIALISTS INC
77633
1001211112/19/2012268798 010413
184518
INVOICE: GG9205
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

2,998.00 01/02/2013INV PD CAP CAMPAIGN - SIGNAGE

101260 HOUCHEN BINDERY LTD
77637
INVOICE:

201995

12/17/2012268800 010413
184520
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

749.75 01/02/2013INV PD BINDING - KODAK YEARBOOKS

100153 HOVLANDS INC
77499
912016 12/19/2012268662 010413
184521
INVOICE: 59669
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

120.00 01/03/2013INV PD EC LIBRARY

100155 JAYS SIGN SERVICE
77638
1001211512/19/2012268804 010413
184526
INVOICE: 22480
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

120.00 01/02/2013INV PD MISC CONT/BESS

101560 KENT ADHESIVE PRODUCTS CO
77639
1001218512/14/2012268805 010413
184527
INVOICE: 1192075
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

403.83 01/02/2013INV PD TS SUPPLIES

100160 L&M MAIL SERVICES INC
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77643
12/20/2012268809 010413
184529
125.00 01/02/2013INV PD FRNDS LIB LINKS 12/17/12
INVOICE: 28399
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77640
12/21/2012268806 010413
184529
184.08 01/02/2013INV PD ART SHOW MAILING 12/20/12
INVOICE: 28416
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77642
12/21/2012268807 010413
184529
287.21 01/02/2013INV PD WHAT'S HAPPENING 12/20/12
INVOICE: 28421
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
__________________
596.29
112259 LADYSMITH PUBLIC LIBRARY
77646
INVOICE:

12/14/2012268811 010413
184530
LIBRNFD1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

26.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

113369 LINCOLN LIBRARY PRESS INC
77747
INVOICE:

22789

12/10/2012268914 010413
184534
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

448.00 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

109488 VILLAGE OF LUCK
77652
INVOICE:

12/10/2012268816 010413
184536
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

30.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

106262 MID AMERICA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
77654
1001215212/11/2012268819 010413
184543
INVOICE: 724186
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

39.96 01/02/2013INV PD RS SUPPLIES

107651 MIDWEST TAPE
77661
INVOICE:
77662
INVOICE:
77664
INVOICE:
77667
INVOICE:
77666
INVOICE:
77668
INVOICE:
77669
INVOICE:
77671
INVOICE:
77672
INVOICE:
77673
INVOICE:
77674
INVOICE:
77675
INVOICE:
77676

12/13/2012268826 010413
90615869
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268828 010413
90617618
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268829 010413
90617920
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268832 010413
90617921
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268831 010413
90617922
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268833 010413
90617923
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268834 010413
90617924
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268836 010413
90617925
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268837 010413
90617926
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268838 010413
90617927
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268839 010413
90617928
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268840 010413
90617929
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012268841 010413

184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546
01/04/2013
184546

148.95 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
39.99 01/02/2013INV PD FRNDS BKS ON CD
22.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
39.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
44.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
39.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
27.18 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
297.90 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
34.18 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
59.96 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
102.36 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
69.56 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
31.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 90617930
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77677
12/13/2012268842 010413
184546
129.52 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90617931
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77678
12/13/2012268843 010413
184546
139.90 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90617932
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77679
12/13/2012268844 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90617933
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77680
12/18/2012268845 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90627834
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77681
12/18/2012268846 010413
184546
29.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90627836
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77682
12/18/2012268847 010413
184546
29.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90627837
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77698
12/18/2012268863 010413
184546
19.19 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90627838
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77699
12/18/2012268864 010413
184546
43.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90627839
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77683
12/18/2012268848 010413
184546
58.56 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628020
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77684
12/18/2012268849 010413
184546
63.96 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628021
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77685
12/18/2012268850 010413
184546
122.96 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628022
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77686
12/18/2012268851 010413
184546
89.54 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628023
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77687
12/18/2012268852 010413
184546
59.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628024
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77688
12/18/2012268853 010413
184546
124.31 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628025
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77689
12/18/2012268854 010413
184546
12.79 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628026
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77690
12/18/2012268855 010413
184546
391.93 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628027
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77691
12/18/2012268856 010413
184546
209.95 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628028
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77692
12/18/2012268857 010413
184546
1,099.01 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628029
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77693
12/18/2012268858 010413
184546
63.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628030
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77694
12/18/2012268859 010413
184546
315.56 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628031
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77695
12/18/2012268860 010413
184546
9.59 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628032
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77696
12/18/2012268861 010413
184546
99.53 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 90628033
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77697
12/18/2012268862 010413
184546
161.93 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628034
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77700
12/18/2012268865 010413
184546
228.64 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90628156
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77701
12/19/2012268866 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632071
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77702
12/19/2012268867 010413
184546
31.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632072
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77703
12/19/2012268868 010413
184546
30.18 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632073
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
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77704
12/19/2012268869 010413
184546
7.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632074
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77705
12/19/2012268870 010413
184546
159.90 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632075
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77706
12/19/2012268871 010413
184546
63.75 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632076
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77707
12/19/2012268872 010413
184546
23.17 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632077
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77708
12/19/2012268873 010413
184546
188.93 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632078
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77709
12/19/2012268874 010413
184546
165.54 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632170
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77710
12/19/2012268875 010413
184546
25.58 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632171
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77711
12/19/2012268876 010413
184546
39.16 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632172
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77712
12/19/2012268877 010413
184546
183.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90632180
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77713
12/20/2012268878 010413
184546
69.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635176
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77714
12/20/2012268879 010413
184546
15.19 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635178
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77715
12/20/2012268880 010413
184546
15.19 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635179
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77716
12/20/2012268881 010413
184546
143.13 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635320
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77717
12/20/2012268882 010413
184546
11.19 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635321
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77718
12/20/2012268883 010413
184546
163.95 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635322
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77719
12/20/2012268884 010413
184546
359.94 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635323
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77720
12/20/2012268885 010413
184546
84.72 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90635324
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77721
12/20/2012268886 010413
184546
154.51 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 90635325
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77722
12/26/2012268887 010413
184546
29.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641520
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77723
12/26/2012268888 010413
184546
52.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641522
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77724
12/26/2012268889 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641523
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77725
12/26/2012268890 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641524
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77726
12/26/2012268891 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641525
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77727
12/26/2012268892 010413
184546
39.97 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641526
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77728
12/26/2012268893 010413
184546
47.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641527
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77729
12/26/2012268894 010413
184546
52.98 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641528
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77730
12/26/2012268895 010413
184546
62.35 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641529
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77731
12/26/2012268896 010413
184546
31.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 90641530
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77732
12/26/2012268897 010413
184546
158.95 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641531
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77733
12/26/2012268898 010413
184546
31.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641532
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77734
12/26/2012268899 010413
184546
19.99 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641533
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77735
12/26/2012268900 010413
184546
130.32 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641534
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
77736
12/26/2012268901 010413
184546
339.72 01/02/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90641535
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013
__________________
7,521.89
111900 NETGUARD SECURITY SOLUTIONS LLC
77737
1001215312/20/2012268902 010413
184549
INVOICE: 4021599
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

5,252.00 01/02/2013INV PD EQUIP PURCH & MISC CONT

113258 NIELSON COMMUNICATIONS INC
77738
1001217712/06/2012268903 010413
184550
INVOICE: GB12-15297
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

742.38 01/02/2013INV PD EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

113115 OFFICE MASTER
77739
1001215112/04/2012268904 010413
184556
INVOICE: IV097139
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

360.48 01/02/2013INV PD EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

112497 REFUND-LIBRARY
77649
INVOICE:

12/21/2012268814 010413
184563
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

19.98 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT
PAYEE: MARK LINDOO

77744
INVOICE:

12/26/2012268909 010413
184564
LIBRFND1301L
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

23.95 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND NONPRINT
PAYEE: PETER SEMUAS

109518 RICE LAKE PUBLIC LIBRARY
77740
INVOICE:

12/18/2012268905 010413
184568
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

29.95 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

77741
INVOICE:

11/28/2012268906 010413
184569
LIBRFND1301L
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

5.00 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND PART

104528 RIVER FALLS PUBLIC LIBRARY
77742
INVOICE:

12/20/2012268907 010413
184571
LIBRFND1301
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

24.95 01/02/2013INV PD LOST ITEM REFUND AD BK

105079 SHREDAWAY
77745
INVOICE:

33116

11/30/2012268912 010413
184576
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

57.00 01/02/2013INV PD SHREDDING - NOVEMBER

111864 GREY HOUSE PUBLISHING
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77634
INVOICE:

849773

08/29/2012268799 010413
184579
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

329.50 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100305 WESTON WOODS STUDIOS
77748
INVOICE:

12/17/2012268915 010413
184594
5851197
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

659.45 01/02/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100306 WI DEPT OF ADMINISTRATION
77749
INVOICE:

064141

11/30/2012268917 010413
184595
CHECK DATE: 01/04/2013

100.00 01/02/2013INV PD TEACH LINE PRIOR TO DROP

104685 AMAZON COM LLC
78005
INVOICE:
78006
INVOICE:
78004
INVOICE:

12/28/2012269177 011113
184603
041209114001
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
12/13/2012269178 011113
184603
082988752184
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
12/29/2012269176 011113
184603
188465552343
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

20.78 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-38.54 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
22.96 01/09/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
__________________
5.20

101212 AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC
78049
INVOICE:

12/16/2012269221 011113
184610
NONE1302
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

116.02 01/09/2013INV PD PHONE SVC - 12/16 - 1/15

106526 CHIVERS NORTH AMERICA INC
78007
INVOICE:

468752

11/15/2012269179 011113
184613
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

16.00 01/09/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

100237 BAKER & TAYLOR INC
78022
INVOICE:
78021
INVOICE:
78020
INVOICE:
78019
INVOICE:
78018
INVOICE:
78017
INVOICE:
78015
INVOICE:
78013
INVOICE:
78011
INVOICE:
78010

12/04/2012269194 011113
0002379736
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269193 011113
0002379737
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269192 011113
0002379738
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269191 011113
0002379739
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269190 011113
0002379740
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269188 011113
0002379741
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269187 011113
0002379742
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269185 011113
0002379743
CHECK DATE:
12/04/2012269184 011113
0002379744
CHECK DATE:
12/10/2012269182 011113

184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617
01/11/2013
184617

-9.42 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-10.05 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-9.45 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-9.42 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-28.26 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-14.20 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-9.42 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-10.05 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
-21.80 01/09/2013CRM PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
17.90 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 2027676874
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
78008
12/13/2012269180 011113
184617
461.29 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 5012337438
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
__________________
357.12
113242 QWEST COMMUNICATIONS COMPANY LLC
78023
INVOICE:

12/31/2012269195 011113
184626
1243720374
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

1.03 01/09/2013INV PD LONG DISTANCE SVC-DECEMBER

113095 DUNCAN CREEK MFG INC
78024
1001213712/31/2012269196 011113
184645
INVOICE: 751
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

300.00 01/09/2013INV PD EQUIPMENT PURCHASE

100126 EAU CLAIRE COUNTY TREASURER
78050
INVOICE:

01/01/2013269222 011113
184649
NONE1302
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

694.81 01/09/2013INV PD SPEC ASSESS-LIGHTING

100120 EO JOHNSON CO INC
78052
INVOICE:
78054
INVOICE:
78053
INVOICE:
78055
INVOICE:

12/13/2012269224 011113
CNIN59871
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012269226 011113
CNIN598995
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012269225 011113
CNIN599174
CHECK DATE:
12/13/2012269227 011113
CNIN599298
CHECK DATE:

184656
01/11/2013
184656
01/11/2013
184656
01/11/2013
184656
01/11/2013

78051
INVOICE:

12/17/2012269223 011113
184657
I00039760
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

107.00 01/09/2013INV PD TS COPIER MAINT 1/1-3/31
47.50 01/09/2013INV PD 1ST FLR COPIER MNT 1/5-4/4
162.00 01/09/2013INV PD ADM COPIER MAINT 1/15-4/14
82.00 01/09/2013INV PD REF COPIER MAINT 1/5-4/4
__________________
398.50
359.77 01/09/2013INV PD ADM COPIER 1/15-2/14

100255 GALE GROUP
78034
INVOICE:
78026
INVOICE:
78035
INVOICE:
78033
INVOICE:
78027
INVOICE:
78028
INVOICE:
78029
INVOICE:
78030
INVOICE:
78032
INVOICE:

12/07/2012269206 011113
98035397
CHECK DATE:
12/07/2012269198 011113
98037502
CHECK DATE:
12/07/2012269207 011113
98037748
CHECK DATE:
12/12/2012269205 011113
98061812
CHECK DATE:
12/14/2012269199 011113
98082175
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012269200 011113
98092843
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012269201 011113
98094170
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012269202 011113
98094849
CHECK DATE:
12/18/2012269204 011113
98095201
CHECK DATE:

184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013
184665
01/11/2013

94.46 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
489.40 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
47.23 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
47.23 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
197.92 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
67.47 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
69.72 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
46.48 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
23.99 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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78031
12/18/2012269203 011113
184665
47.98 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 98095802
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
78036
12/18/2012269208 011113
184665
258.63 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 98096177
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
__________________
1,390.51
101135 GROUP HEALTH CO-OP
78056
INVOICE:

01/02/2013269228 011113
184671
NONE1302
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

31,101.64 01/09/2013INV PD HEALTH INS - FEBRUARY

109068 HEARTLAND BUSINESS SYSTEMS
78057
1001215512/21/2012269229 011113
184674
INVOICE: HBS00078418
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

967.00 01/09/2013INV PD COMP SERV CHG

100153 HOVLANDS INC
78167
5012130312/28/2012269343 011113
184676
INVOICE: 59741
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

703.40 01/12/2013INV PD EMERGENCY REPAIR OF LIBRARY AH

100160 L&M MAIL SERVICES INC
78037
INVOICE:

28446

12/28/2012269209 011113
184684
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

100.37 01/09/2013INV PD ARTSWEST REMINDER-12/27/12

113110 MARK F MORAN APPRAISALS
78060
INVOICE:

11/28/2012269232 011113
184692
NONE1302
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

400.00 01/09/2013INV PD "WHATS IT WORTH" PROGRAM

100070 MEGA
78058
INVOICE:

349702

01/08/2013269230 011113
184696
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

84.48 01/09/2013INV PD FRNDS PROGRAM REFRESHMENTS

100446 MENARDS WEST
77898
912037 12/12/2012269067 011113
184698
INVOICE: 59099
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

135.38 01/07/2013INV PD BUILDING MATERIALS, MISC

106262 MID AMERICA BUSINESS SYSTEMS
78038
1001218912/27/2012269210 011113
184701
INVOICE: 724336
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

701.09 01/09/2013INV PD OH SUPPLIES

107651 MIDWEST TAPE
78039
INVOICE:
78040
INVOICE:

12/17/2012269211 011113
184706
90624128
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013
12/19/2012269212 011113
184706
90631228
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

19.99 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
15.99 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
__________________
35.98

100270 MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE INS
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78059
INVOICE:

01/01/2013269231 011113
184709
NONE1302
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

1,122.18 01/09/2013INV PD LIFE INS JAN PMT FOR FEB

112877 PRISM DESIGN ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTS INC
78041
1001214912/28/2012269213 011113
184734
INVOICE: 501
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

1,960.00 01/09/2013INV PD 2012 STACK LIGHTING STUDY

105079 SHREDAWAY
78044
INVOICE:
78043
INVOICE:
78045
INVOICE:
78042
INVOICE:

01/31/2012269216 011113
CHECK DATE:
02/29/2012269215 011113
30503
CHECK DATE:
07/31/2012269217 011113
31523
CHECK DATE:
12/31/2012269214 011113
33318
CHECK DATE:
30335

184748
01/11/2013
184748
01/11/2013
184748
01/11/2013
184748
01/11/2013

45.00 01/09/2013INV PD SHREDDING SVC 1/31/12
57.00 01/09/2013INV PD SHREDDING SVC 02/08/12
204.00 01/09/2013INV PD SHREDDING SVC VARIOUS
45.00 01/09/2013INV PD SHREDDING SVC 12/12/12
__________________
351.00

103634 THE TEACHING COMPANY
78046
INVOICE:

12/13/2012269218 011113
184756
S01196678
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

60.00 01/09/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS

107382 UNIQUE MANAGEMENT SERVICES INC
78048
INVOICE:

232853

01/01/2013269220 011113
184761
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

384.85 01/09/2013INV PD COLLECTION AGENCY-DEC

100210 WEST GROUP
78047
INVOICE:

12/04/2012269219 011113
184768
826238260
CHECK DATE: 01/11/2013

295.74 01/09/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100227 AMERICAN LIBRARY ASSOCIATION
78468
INVOICE:

01/01/2013269491 011813
184812
MEMBER ID 0068881
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

965.00 01/16/2013INV PD ALA ANNUAL LIB MEMBERSHIP

101212 AMERITECH PUBLISHING INC
78475
INVOICE:

01/07/2013269500 011813
184817
NONE1303
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

26.50 01/16/2013INV PD PHONEBOOK LISTING - JAN

100237 BAKER & TAYLOR INC
78445
INVOICE:

12/20/2012269468 011813
184823
2027721060
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

136.32 01/16/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS

100566 BARTINGALE MECHANICAL INC
78444
5012008212/31/2012269467 011813
184826
INVOICE: 8625
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

293.56 01/30/2013INV PD REPAIRS TO BUILDINGS FOR 2012
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104891 CHARTER COMMUNICATION
78469
INVOICE:

01/10/2013269493 011813
184836
NONE1303
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

37.84 01/16/2013INV PD CABLE SVC 1/20 - 2/19

100417 EAU CLAIRE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
78470
INVOICE:

01/11/2013269494 011813
184853
1079106
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

16.00 01/16/2013INV PD EGGS & ISSUES - STONEBERG

100255 GALE GROUP
78446
INVOICE:
78447
INVOICE:

12/20/2012269469 011813
184870
98119493
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013
12/20/2012269470 011813
184870
98120987
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

59.97 01/16/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
48.57 01/16/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
__________________
108.54

100261 INDIANHEAD FEDERATED LIBRARY SYSTEM
78448
INVOICE:

212340

12/13/2012269471 011813
184882
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

4,200.00 01/16/2013INV PD ONE-CLICK DIGITAL

100160 L&M MAIL SERVICES INC
78449
INVOICE:

01/02/2013269472 011813
184892
NONE1303
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

1,065.35 01/16/2013INV PD POSTAGE/FEES - DECEMBER

108616 LANG, WARREN P
78472
INVOICE:

12/17/2012269497 011813
184893
NONE1303
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

400.00 01/16/2013INV PD SEEING IN THE DARK 1/18/13

112840 LIBRARY IDEAS LLC
78450
INVOICE:

12/31/2012269473 011813
184899
123112-2-FR/FD
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

15,027.00 01/16/2013INV PD FREEGAL

107164 LL DAHL ELECTRIC
78451
1001204211/29/2012269474 011813
184900
INVOICE: C2012-10 LEP
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

1,750.00 01/16/2013INV PD LIGHTING CONTROL PANEL

107517 NMT CORPORATION
78486
1001212008/02/2012269512 011813
184918
INVOICE: 00047434
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013
78488
1001212012/18/2012269514 011813
184918
INVOICE: 00047436
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013
78489
1001212012/26/2012269515 011813
184918
INVOICE: 00047437
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

430.17 01/16/2013INV PD DIGITIZATION
1,254.22 01/16/2013INV PD DIGITIZATION
751.30 01/16/2013INV PD DIGITIZATION
__________________
2,435.69

101524 OFFICE DEPOT
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78458
INVOICE:

12/31/2012269481 011813
184922
3227648
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

3,974.59 01/16/2013INV PD MISC OFFICE SUPPLIES

112877 PRISM DESIGN ELECTRICAL CONSULTANTS INC
78463
1001215012/31/2012269486 011813
184932
INVOICE: 505
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

600.00 01/16/2013INV PD 2012 LIGHTING IMPRVMNTS

100197 XCEL ENERGY
78474
INVOICE:

01/09/2013269499 011813
184964
353487585
CHECK DATE: 01/18/2013

7,074.80 01/16/2013INV PD GAS/ELEC 12/4 - 1/7

104685 AMAZON COM LLC
78811
INVOICE:
78814
INVOICE:
78813
INVOICE:
78816
INVOICE:
78812
INVOICE:
78815
INVOICE:

01/13/2013269843 012513
036564433541
CHECK DATE:
01/15/2013269846 012513
103267334117
CHECK DATE:
01/13/2013269845 012513
147212765915
CHECK DATE:
01/15/2013269848 012513
147219441615
CHECK DATE:
01/13/2013269844 012513
258102414782
CHECK DATE:
01/15/2013269847 012513
285720077304
CHECK DATE:

400005
01/25/2013
400005
01/25/2013
400005
01/25/2013
400005
01/25/2013
400005
01/25/2013
400005
01/25/2013

11.53 01/23/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
139.99 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
24.95 01/23/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
18.43 01/23/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
32.53 01/23/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
59.98 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
__________________
287.41

100237 BAKER & TAYLOR INC
78827
INVOICE:
78829
INVOICE:
78818
INVOICE:
78825
INVOICE:
78831
INVOICE:
78832
INVOICE:
78817
INVOICE:
78828
INVOICE:
78824
INVOICE:
78823
INVOICE:
78830
INVOICE:
78826

01/04/2013269859 012513
2027763684
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269861 012513
2027763702
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269850 012513
2027763721
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269857 012513
2027763727
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269863 012513
2027764048
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269864 012513
2027766848
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269849 012513
2027767092
CHECK DATE:
01/04/2013269860 012513
2027767130
CHECK DATE:
01/07/2013269856 012513
2027767628
CHECK DATE:
01/08/2013269855 012513
2027770716
CHECK DATE:
01/08/2013269862 012513
2027774399
CHECK DATE:
01/07/2013269858 012513

400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011
01/25/2013
400011

247.51 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
377.71 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
371.57 01/23/2013INV PD LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS
40.34 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
495.55 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
247.52 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
286.85 01/23/2013INV PD LIB MAT, L&D, BOOKMARKS
353.39 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
59.62 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
149.38 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
185.21 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
27.19 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 2027774402
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78821
01/10/2013269853 012513
400011
329.75 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 2027787329
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78819
01/11/2013269851 012513
400011
265.24 01/23/2013INV PD LIB MATERIALS, BOOKMARKS
INVOICE: 2027792606
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78822
01/14/2013269854 012513
400011
178.34 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 2027800426
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78820
01/14/2013269852 012513
400011
1,022.13 01/23/2013INV PD LIB MAT, L&D, BOOKMARKS
INVOICE: 2027800484
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78833
01/15/2013269865 012513
400011
223.17 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 2027800826
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78834
01/16/2013269866 012513
400011
326.09 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS, L&D
INVOICE: 2027808188
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78835
01/16/2013269867 012513
400011
498.42 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 2027808609
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
__________________
5,684.98
100126 EAU CLAIRE COUNTY TREASURER
78836
INVOICE:

01/08/2013269868 012513
400040
NONE1304
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

8,635.97 01/23/2013INV PD VOIP UPGRADES & SMARTNET

100120 EO JOHNSON CO INC
78808
INVOICE:

01/15/2013269841 012513
400044
CNIN606105
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

3.90 01/23/2013INV PD EXCESS ADMIN COPIES - JAN

104082 HERFEL, KATHY
78810
INVOICE:

01/11/2013269842 012513
400056
NONE1304
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

205.19 01/23/2013INV PD HDS GIFTS - REIMBURSEMENT

101260 HOUCHEN BINDERY LTD
78837
INVOICE:

202209

01/03/2013269869 012513
400057
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

139.30 01/23/2013INV PD BINDING - KODAK YEARBOOKS

100962 HUDSON ELECTRIC INC
78973
INVOICE:

9957

01/11/2013270011 012513
400058
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

175.52 02/13/2013INV PD SERVICE CALL TO LIBR/BALLASTS

100261 INDIANHEAD FEDERATED LIBRARY SYSTEM
78838
INVOICE:

213059

01/10/2013269870 012513
400060
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

91,473.00 01/23/2013INV PD ANNUAL MAINT CHGS

100070 MEGA
78839
INVOICE:

349629

01/16/2013269871 012513
400075
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013

104.75 01/23/2013INV PD FRNDS PROGRAM REFRESHMENTS

107651 MIDWEST TAPE
78840

12/27/2012269872

012513

400078

26.38 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
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INVOICE: 90644236
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78841
12/27/2012269873 012513
400078
11.99 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90644237
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78842
01/02/2013269874 012513
400078
19.99 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657006
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78843
01/02/2013269875 012513
400078
19.99 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657008
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78844
01/02/2013269876 012513
400078
11.19 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657009
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78845
01/02/2013269877 012513
400078
147.13 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657070
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78846
01/02/2013269878 012513
400078
10.39 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657071
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78847
01/02/2013269879 012513
400078
9.59 01/23/2013INV PD LIBRARY MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90657072
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
78848
01/14/2013269880 012513
400078
39.96 01/23/2013INV PD LOST/DAMAGED MATERIALS
INVOICE: 90682417
CHECK DATE: 01/25/2013
__________________
296.61
==================================================================================================================================
304 INVOICES
264,945.51
==================================================================================================================================
** END OF REPORT - Generated by Teresa Kriese **
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LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Supplemental Bills & Claims Listing - JANUARY 2013

CUSTODIAL OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries, wages
Various
Overtime
Various
Employer paid benefits
Various
Health insurance
Hudson Electric
Service Call - Ballasts
Braun Thyssenkrupp
Elevator Services - 2013
Waste Management
Garbage Service

LIBRARY OPERATING BUDGET
VENDOR
DESCRIPTION
Various
Salaries & wages, shift prem, longevity, special pays
Various
Employer paid benefits
Various
Health Insurance
Various
Misc. Reimbursements
Various
Health Insurance - Retirees
City of Eau Claire
Postage
City of Eau Claire
Computer Serv. Chgs.
City of Eau Claire
Van Repairs & Maintenance
City of Eau Claire
Special Services - Digitization
City of Eau Claire
Training & Meetings
City of Eau Claire
Membership Dues - Visit Eau Claire
City of Eau Claire
Misc Contractual - SEC 125 Plan Adm
City of Eau Claire
Telephone
City of Eau Claire
Operating Supplies
City of Eau Claire
Library Materials - Book - Ad +2
City of Eau Claire
Gasoline - Van
City of Eau Claire
Equipment Purchases - Microwave
City of Eau Claire
Gifts - FRNDS - Early Literacy
City of Eau Claire
Gifts - FRNDS - Program Refreshments
City of Eau Claire
Clip Art Credits - Prepay

2013 CIP BUDGET
VENDOR
City of Eau Claire
City of Eau Claire

AMOUNT
$
9,085.36
506.29
1,335.19
2,439.20
175.52
188.77
21.95
$ 13,752.28

AMOUNT
$ 133,546.61
21,072.38
24,529.44
25.00
3,535.23
35.77
1,019.90
57.62
9.16
1,267.49
200.00
350.67
232.56
2,457.51
31.98
509.84
398.00
140.98
101.78
593.22
$ 190,115.14

DESCRIPTION

AMOUNT

Ciller Project Add On
AV Equipment Replacement
$

84

934.00
144.98
1,078.98

LE PHILLIPS MEMORIAL PUBLIC LIBRARY
Statistical Report - JANUARY
2011

n/a
n/a

2012

2013

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

1,583
1,583

1,504
1,504

-5.0%
-5.0%

564
564

611
611

629
629

2.9%
2.9%

412
412

299
299

216
216

-27.8%
-27.8%

71.1%
15.6%
13.3%

70.9%
16.2%
12.9%

71.6%
15.9%
12.5%

0.9%
-1.5%
-2.8%

Description
AVERAGE ADJUSTED DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS IN BUILDING
Month of JANUARY
Year to date
AVERAGE DAILY NUMBER OF LIBRARY VISITS TO YOUTH SERVICES
Month of JANUARY
Year to date
ATTENDEES AT YOUTH SERVICES OUTREACH PROGRAMS:
Month of JANUARY
Year to date
% SHARE OF CHECKOUTS AND RENEWALS (Does NOT incl outgoing MORE)
City of Eau Claire
Remainder of Eau Claire County participating in Co. Lib. Svcs. Agreement
All other users checking something out or renewing from this building
Figures given for billable period according to contract (July - February)

14,759
14,759

14,385
14,385

13,695
13,695

-4.8%
-4.8%

NUMBER OF CUSTOMERS CHECKING SOMETHING OUT FROM THIS BLDG:
Month of JANUARY
Year to date

73,774
73,774

69,614
69,614

63,770
63,770

-8.4%
-8.4%

CHECKOUTS
Month of JANUARY
Year to date

19,002
19,002

18,625
18,625

18,104
18,104

-2.8%
-2.8%

RENEWALS
Month of JANUARY
Year to date

11,829
11,829

11,124
11,124

9,708
9,708

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS
Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)
-12.7% Month of JANUARY
-12.7% Year to date

12,296
12,296

12,452
12,452

9,668
9,668

-22.4%
-22.4%

Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
Month of JANUARY
Year to date

2,250
2,250

3,005
3,005

2,198
2,198

MORE CONSORTIUM CHECKOUTS OF JUVENILE MATERIALS
Incoming materials (included in Checkouts above)
-26.9% Month of JANUARY(includes renewals)
-26.9% Year to date (includes renewals)

2,126
2,126

2,155
2,155

1,732
1,732

-19.6%
-19.6%

Outgoing materials (NOT included in Checkouts above)
Month of JANUARY
Year to date
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2011

n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a

2012

Chng.
Prev. Yr.

2013

3,093
3,093
538
538

3,386
3,386
561
561

Description

FREEGAL DOWNLOADS - Note: Freegal service began February 22, 2011
9.5% Month of JANUARY
9.5% Year to date
4.3% Unique Users - Month of JANUARY
4.3% Year to date
FREADING DOWNLOADS - Note: Freading service began JANUARY 3, 2012
n/a Unique Users - Month of JANUARY
n/a Year to date

n/a
n/a

224
224

93
93

n/a
n/a

536
536

279
279

n/a Total Downloads - Month of JANUARY
n/a Year to date

n/a

1.81

1.53

n/a Average Tokens Use Per Download - Month of JANUARY

OVERDRIVE DOWNLOADABLE MATERIALS
BY EAU CLAIRE CARDHOLDER '(Not included in checkouts above)
Note: Statistics for downloadable materials started in JANUARY of 2011.

n/a
n/a

743
743

n/a
n/a

1,219
1,219

n/a
n/a

6
6

n/a
n/a

18
18

824
824

2,233
2,233

OverDrive Downloadable Audio Books
10.9% Month of JANUARY
10.9% Year to date
OverDrive Downloadable eBooks
Note: Includes Adobe, Kindle, Open ebooks in both EPUB and pdf.
83.2% Month of JANUARY
83.2% Year to date
OverDrive Downloadable Music
-100.0% Month of JANUARY
-100.0% Year to date

-

2
2

OverDrive Downloadable Video
-88.9% Month of JANUARY
-88.9% Year to date

228
228

151
151

144
144

INTERLIBRARY LOANS
Incoming materials (included in "Checkouts above)
-4.6% Month of JANUARY(without renewals)
-4.6% Year to date (without renewals)

415
415

293
293

329
329

12.3%
12.3%

Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
Month of JANUARY(without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

14
14

5
5

10
10

100.0%
100.0%

Outgoing materials (included in Checkouts above)
Month of JANUARY(renewals)
Year to date (renewals)

908
908

989
989

1,034
1,034

4.6%
4.6%

39
39

73
73

185
185

HOME DELIVERY (included in Checkouts above)
Month of JANUARY(without renewals)
Year to date (without renewals)

HOME DELIVERY RENEWALS (included in Checkouts above)
above)
153.4% Month of JANUARYRenewals
153.4% Year to date Renewals
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Mr. John DeBacher
Wisconsin Division for Libraries and Community Learning
P.O. Box 7841, Madison, WI 53707-7841
February 22. 2013
Dear John,
At the February 21, 2013 meeting of the L.E. Phillips Memorial Public Library (LEPMPL)
Board of Trustees, I updated and discussed with them the "same services" requirement in
Wisconsin Statutes 43.15(4) (c) 4 as I did last year. I summarized the following with them:
This provision was originally included in the law over 25 years ago, at a time when libraries
only shared tangible items like printed books, videos and music CDs. Except for a loss of
access for a library’s customers to these materials for a period of time, this sharing of items
was reasonable because it did not cost the library anything additional when the items were
purchased.
When libraries (like LEPMPL) took the lead in the Wisconsin library community in this part
of the state and first began to purchase database access for its customers, databases were
included in the statutory requirement to share even though it cost a library more to provide
access to the whole system and not just the library’s cardholders. This was also at a time
when IFLS was not purchasing databases for its members to share. IFLS was actually behind
for a long time in providing databases to its members as compared with other Wisconsin
library systems, but now IFLS does provide shared databases which are very popular.
At the time, LEPMPL paid for the increased subscription charges so it could provide this new
electronic access for its customers even though LEPMPL paid for access to everyone in
IFLS. No other IFLS library did this. The only way around this at the time, was to not
provide remote access and to provide access to everyone who came to the library (a site
license). LEPMPL did some of this as well. Eventually, the “same services” provision of the
statute was changed to exclude databases, so now LEPMPL does subscribe to certain
databases just for its customers.
In 2011, “same services” came to the forefront again because of OverDrive Advantage
accounts that allowed individual Wisconsin libraries to purchase additional copies of existing
OverDrive titles just for their cardholders. Although the actual specific language of the
statute had not changed, the Division for Libraries, Technology and Community Learning
(DLTCL) decided, after discussion at some state meetings, that the database exception does
not apply to databases that provide e-books or other downloadable content (c.f. NISO
http://www.niso.org/dictionary/section4). The databases that are not excluded include both
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Freegal and Freading which LEPMPL currently provides to its customers. In order to
provide these services to LEPMPL customers, LEPMPL is now being told that it should pay
for downloads for every library customer in IFLS--which it cannot afford to do--or not
provide the service to LEPMPL customers at all. The primary way to provide a service like
this and be in compliance is to offer it through the library system such as Milwaukee County
just did with Freegal.
When and if the “same services” requirement comes up for discussion in the future
legislatively, I will speak for this library on this “same services” issue at any public hearings.
The Division has stated that it will not approve plans with aggressive penalties on libraries
trying to incorporate new services for their local communities. But the Division does expect
that public libraries understand and acknowledge this requirement. The Division stated that
“starting January 1, 2012, any library making new purchases of e-books or other virtual items
that are not available to all system area residents on the same basis as they are available to
local residents will be considered out of compliance with the same services requirement for
library system membership and we will require their library system to develop and submit to
the DLTCL a plan to bring the library back into compliance.” Despite the fact that LEPMPL
established its Freegal and Freading accounts in 2011, the Division said we were still out of
compliance.
The Division says that on their annual reports, libraries that have new or continuing services
that compromise compliance with the “same services” requirement should leave the eighth
check box unchecked in Section XIV (Public Library Assurance of Compliance with System
Membership Requirements) and provide a detailed explanation of why the library is not in
compliance. The Indianhead Library System is obliged to develop a compliance plan,
approved by the System Board and submit it to the Division for approval. While an
amendment of s. 43.15(4)(c)4 may render the compliance issue moot, the Division says it
cannot assume such changes until they are discussed, passed in the legislature and signed into
law.
Once again, I am recommending to the LEPMPL Board that, at this time, this library leave
the annual report check box unchecked. This letter serves as an explanation of why the
library does not agree with the Division’s interpretation of the statute, especially as it relates
to electronic databases, and that we acknowledge that there is a problem with this library’s
compliance with this statute.
Sincerely,

John Stoneberg
Library Director
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2013 REQUESTS TO FRIENDS ($20,700)
Scanner for Public Use (Amount requested: $7,000) For many years, library customers
have inquired about the library providing a scanner for the public to use. This purchase
would provide an extremely durable scanner that would stand up to rigorous use. The
scanner has an intuitive touchscreen interface that guides the user through the scanning
process; protects the book spine from damage; create searchable PDFs; and sends scanned
files to email, USB drive, iPad, iPhone, Google Docs, fax, printer, email and more.
Giveaway Items (Amount requested: $2,000) Library staff attends several community
events at which they give away small items such as pencils and notepads imprinted with the
library logo and contact information. These items attract attention to the library at the event
itself and serve as a reminder about the library after the event has concluded. Currently, staff
is distributing list pads which are very popular. Staff would like to augment that offering
over the next couple of years with other giveaways tailored to the events various library
divisions may be attending. In addition, the supply of logo-imprinted pencils needs
replenishment.
Youth Services Programs - Request for Prizes and Incentives (Amount Requested:
$2,000) This request supports Youth Services programs and events and is part of an ongoing
effort to increase the participation in programs particularly the summer library program.
Examples of how these funds are used include small summer prizes for preschool and schoolage children and prizes for the Family Reading Program, Teen Auction and several other
events that Youth Services will host this year. The request is increased this year due to the
overwhelming response to the summer baby reading program. This program began in 2008
with 85 participants and nearly doubled enrollment by 2012 with 161 participants. Each
baby who finishes the program receives a free board book and we feel this is a wonderful
prize for our youngest readers to encourage them to stay on the path to literacy.
Arts West Prizes and Refreshments (Amount requested: $1,100) As in the past, staff
would like to invite the Friends to support the cash prizes given to the top four entries in the
Arts West event as well as the special refreshments and decorations. The amount requested
reflects expected funding needs for 2013.
1,000 Books (Amount Requested: $1,000) The 1,000 Books Before Kindergarten program
is offered in libraries around the country and is designed to help parents prepare their
children for one of life’s big milestones: kindergarten. Myriad research projects have proven
over and over that children get ready to read years before they begin their formal education.
The most effective way to get children ready to learn is to read to them. To encourage parents
to do this, parents can register children ages birth to kindergarten for this reading program.
Many libraries offer incentives like free books, educational toys, music CDs, puppets and
puzzles to families as they progress through their reading. Staff would likely offer a prize at
500 books, 750 books and when they finish 1,000 books. When they register for 1,000
Books Before Kindergarten, parents would receive some sort of log in which to keep track of
books read and tips to help make reading aloud one of the most enjoyable and beneficial
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activities they will ever share with their child. Funding from the Friends would allow staff to
purchase incentives plus cover printing of promotional materials, reading logs and tip sheets.
Ads in Local Print Media (Amount requested: $1,000) The library would like to
continue to advertise its programs, services and materials in small ads to run frequently in the
Eau Claire Leader Telegram, Family Times and Volume One. The government rate for small
ads in the newspaper is approximately $140 each; ads in other media are slightly higher.
Materials for Die Cut Collection (Amount Requested: $1,000) In 2006, the Friends
generously provided money to cover the cost of an Ellison machine, dies and storage racks.
This machine allows staff to create professional looking displays and flannel accessories
quickly and easily. Our staff currently uses the machine for a number of purposes, including
craft projects for both kids and adult programs and decorating our room in a variety of
creative ways. The machine and dies are also used heavily by the public in our Resource
Room and have become tremendously popular. We are requesting money to purchase
additional dies and support materials for this very successful and heavily used machine and
collection.
Refreshments (Amount requested: $1,000) The library would like to request funds from
the Friends for refreshments at library programs. We continue to receive comments and
compliments from customers that they enjoy and appreciate refreshments whenever they are
served. Refreshments are a standard part of art receptions and special programs.
Early Literacy Areas (Amount Requested: $800) In 2011, Youth Services introduced the
Play and Learn area as part of Youth Services’ work on Goal 2 of the library’s strategic plan.
The Play and Learn area features spots for children birth to 5 that provide fun activities to
help build literacy skills through play and give tips to parents on how to extend the fun at
home. Play is serious business for children and a critical step on the path to literacy. The
areas center around five “practices” that are featured in the newly revised Every Child Ready
to Read @ Your Library. The practices are talking, singing, reading, writing and playing.
These funds support the continued growth and development of this essential Youth Services
endeavor.
Washable Keyboards for Youth Services (Amount requested: $600) Well-reviewed by
PC Magazine, the Logitech washable keyboard is ideal for situations where someone has
spilled a drink on the keyboard or dropped crumbs, etc. between the keys. Made to be handwashed and even submerged, the Logitech washable keyboard is washable, waterproof, spill
proof and dust-resistant--an important consideration in a shared-use environment, especially
during flu season. But beyond the obvious sanitary features, it's also stylish and quiet-typing.
These are already getting very positive comments in the adult area and 15 would be needed
in Youth Services. (The Friends approved the purchase of these in the adult area.)
Chippewa Valley Book Festival (Amount requested: $500) In 2007, the Friends asked
that funds for the Chippewa Valley Book Festival be requested from them each year. Held in
the fall annually since 2000, the festival showcases authors of regional and national
reputation and features readings, discussions and workshops for readers and writers of all
ages. The library supports the book festival with a donation of $500 through its own
programming funds.
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Club Read (Amount requested: $500) Club Read, the adult summer reading program, will
be offered at the library again this year. Participants will complete cards by reading books
selected from pre-defined categories (mystery, romance, westerns, etc.) or of their own
choice. This program has been successful in the past to encourage adults to read. The money
is used for decorations and prizes.
Display Stands (Amount requested: $400) The library, with the help of Friends, has
recently purchased several portable display stands that can be used in the library as well as at
community events. Their versatile style allows for displaying signs of varying sizes. At
times throughout the year, staff encounters situations throughout the various areas of the
library when we could use additional display stands. Staff would like to purchase two more.
Free Summer Bus Rides to the Library (Amount Requested: $400) Since 2007 the
library has provided free bus rides for kids on Tuesday and Thursday during the months of
June, July and August. Staff prints the bus pass in the main flyer which is widely distributed,
plus we have extra passes at the library. The primary goal of this service is to support
children and teens in their desire to participate in our summer library program as well as
attend our school-age programs on Tuesday and Thursday afternoons. Many of the children
and teens who make use of this valuable service may have no other means of transportation
to the library. In past years, the free rides have averaged about 900-1000 to the library and
back home, so it has clearly made a difference for a number of kids in the community.
Home Delivery (Amount requested: $400) As a thank-you, staff would like to continue to
give holiday cards and small gifts (candy) to the volunteers and participants of the home
delivery program. This practice has been very popular and well received.
Xbox Kinect and accessories (Amount Requested: $400) Video games are popular with a
variety of age groups, especially upper elementary and middle school students--which is a
difficult age group to attract to library programs. This video game system would be used to
provide programming opportunities for youth elementary-aged and up and their families.
This system offers a variety of family-friendly games and its wireless remote and motionsensing technology makes it more accessible to a variety of physical abilities. This game
system and the programs that staff plans to offer would provide another opportunity to serve
the growing number of gamers who will be drawn to the library. The amount requested
includes console, motion sensor, extra remote and charging station.
Summer Library Program T-shirts (Amount Requested: $300) Staff would like to have
t-shirts designed and printed to go with the summer library program theme. We would give a
t-shirt to each of our teen volunteers and have one made up for each of the Youth Services
staff members to wear during the program and at summer events. The amount requested
would purchase 24 t-shirts for volunteers and staff as well as the set-up fee for printing.
Ideally, we would like to be able to offer t-shirts for sale to other library staff. Youth
Services staff would coordinate this effort.
Table Top Lectern (Amount requested: $300) The table top lectern the library currently
has available for public use at programs is in poor condition and staff would like to replace it
with a newer model.
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Book ScanCenter Elite
The Hi-Speed,Energy Saving,
Self-Service Book Scanning
Solution
Special Features
Intuitive touchscreen interface guides user through
the scanning process

Supports ITC, Jamex, and major credit card payment
systems

Protects the book spine from damage

Fulfill Interlibrary Loan requests

Create Searchable PDFs 3x faster

GO GREEN and SAVE GREEN!

Send Scanned files to email, USB drive, iPad, iPhone,
Google Docs, fax, printer, email, OCLC Article
Exchange, ILLiad and Odyssey

Converts scanned images into PDF, searchable
PDF, PDF/A, Word, JPEG, TIFF and PNG file formats
automatically.

Intuitive

Designed with large friendly buttons, the Scannx Book
ScanCenter touch screen guides the user through
the scan process including choosing the file format,
image quality, color depth, file naming, and “scan-to”
destinations. Scan books and documents into searchable
and editable file formats by simply touching the screen
for the preferred choice. The Book ScanCenter Elite is
comprised of a 15” touchscreen display with a blazingly
fast dual core 3.0 GHz processor and an 11” x 17” instanton, energy saving, long life, faster LED book-edge scanner.

Protect the Spine of the Book

Protect the spine of the book from damage, thus extending the book’s life. The Scannx Book ScanCenter automatically auto-crops, auto-straightens and auto-orients each
scanned page.

Scan to more places:

•
•
•
•
•

Email
USB Drives
Google Docs/Drive
Fax*
Printer

•
•
•
•
•

iPhone/smartphones
iPad/Tablets
OCLC Article Exchange*
ILLiad*
Odyssey

Fulfill Interlibrary Loan requests

Scannx and OCLC have partnered to create Scannx
“connectors” to OCLC Article Exchange and Illiad.
Library Staff can fulfill interlibrary loan requests faster and
less expensive by scanning requested documents.

Unmatched Accuracy

The Scannx Book ScanCenter is integrated with the ABBYY
FineReader Engine for unmatched Optical Character Recognition accuracy. The FineReader Technology converts
scanned images into PDF, searchable PDF, PDF/A, PDF/
MRC compression and Word. ABBYY’s multilingual document recognition engine automatically detects English,
French, Italian, German, and Spanish languages.

Enhanced Authentication

Restrict access to secure destinations via SMTP, LDAP
or PIN authentication.

Supported Billing Systems

Supports ITC and Jamex coin and debit card systems, and
major credit cards. Also works with several of the leading
print management vend systems such as Pharos, Envisionware, and P-Counter.
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To Learn More Please Visit
us Online www.scannx.com

Book ScanCenter Elite
The Hi-Speed,Energy Saving,
Self-Service Book Scanning
Solution
Add-On Options

May be configured to support an integrated
automatic document feeder. The Scannx Book
ScanCenter Elite also offers an optional 3 Track
Magnetic Card Reader for identifying and authenticating authorized users.
*Advanced connectors and internet fax services
available at add-on fees.

ScannXtra Care

The Scannx Book ScanCenter Elite includes a 1
year warranty against hardware defects, plus software updates and technical support. Scannx offers enhanced coverage during the first year and
extended product protection plans for up to 4 additional years under its ScannXtra Care program.
ScannXtra Care Hardware Warranty and Software
Assurance Plans minimize system downtime, increase the useful life of the system and eliminates
unbudgeted repair expenses.

Customer Testimonials

“The students have just loved the simplicity of the
interface with the touch screen. And we really
appreciate the way the technology has kept up
with the students’preference for mobile devices
like iPads and iPhones”.
Lisa-R. Norberg, Dean of the Library and
Academic Information Services
Barnard College, New York
“It’s been a paper-saving, easy-to-use solution
that requires very little staff help, which is : especially helpful in the fall and spring semesters; when
we are very busy. For students, it’s nice ‘ to have
an electronic copy for their records, and to be
able to collaborate with others by sending documents electronically.”
Linda McCann, Director of Library Services,
Bucks County Community College Library,
Newton, PA
“The touch screen interface makes it easy to save
the scan or e-mail it without having to do additional steps, like finding and attaching the file. And
then there’s the book edge. Occasionally people
ask for things that are more fragile and it’s much
easier on the bindings.”
Michelle Pronovost,
Services Supervisor Gottesman Libraries,
Teachers College New York, New York

PC Specifications
Processor

Intel 3.0GHz Core 2 Duo

Memory

2GB DDR2 DIMM

Hard Disk Drive

160GB SATA

USB Ports

6 x USB 2.0 (4 on I/O, 1 x Side Access, 1 x Hidden/
Protected)

Serial Ports

2 x RS-232 (standard)

Ethernet Ports

1 x LAN RJ45 (Gigabit)

Display

15.0" TFT LCD

Dimensions

14.0" x 10.5" x 14.3" (354.4 x 267 x 363.5mm)

Weight

20.5lbs (9.3kg)

Flatbed Scanner Specifications
Throughput Speed:
Scanning Type
Scanning Technology
Light Source
Color mode
Grayscale mode
Recommended Daily
Volume
Optical Resolution (dpi)
Flatbed Maximum
Interface
Power Consumption
Electrical Requirements
Dimensions (W x D x H)
Weight

4.5 sec. Color, B/W at 200/300 DPI
6.0 sec. Color, B/W at 200/300 DPI (Includes Back
Home)
Flatbed, ADF (optional)
CCD
LED
48bits input 24bits output
16bits input 8bits output
5000 pages
600 DPI
11.8 x 17 in (300 x 432 mm)
USB 2.0
< 38.4 W
Input: 100-240 VAC, 50/60 Hz
Output: 24V, 2.0A
25.4 x 16.9 x 5.3 in (645 x 428 x 135 mm)
16.8 lbs. (7.6 kg)

Book ScanCenter Elite Configuration:
Book ScanCenter 5030
Scannx BookScanner 7145

Scannx Part Number: BSC5030
Scannx Part Number: BS7145

Contents of Box 1:

Contents of Box 2:

Book ScanCenter 5030
Power Supply
Manual
Base Plate

Scannx BookScanner 7145 Scanner
Power Supply
USB 2.0 Cable
Scanner Driver (TWAIN)

Contact Information www.scannx.com
Copyright 2012. The Scannx brand name and logo are registered trademarks of Scannx
LLC. All other
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ADMINISTRATIVE
MEMORANDUM
TO:
FROM:
DATE:
SUBJECT:

Library Board
Teresa Kriese, Business Manager
February 14, 2013
Budget Adjustment Request - Supplies to Equipment

In the past, the Library has allowed purchases such as chairs and printers to be ordered from the
supplies budget. However, to be in line with City auditing requirements we will need to
purchase these and similar items from the equipment budget going forward. Because
management was unaware of this change during the 2013 budgeting process, budget dollars were
not budgeted in the appropriate account to cover this type of purchase.
The Library is asking Board approval to move $8,000 from account #6402 Supplies to
account #6490 Equipment Purchases for 2013 to cover these purchases and will plan to
budget them in #6490 going forward.
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Number:

2

Category:

Human Resources

Policy Title:

CONTINUATION OF HEALTH INSURANCE BENEFITS

Date adopted:

06/15/90

Date amended:

12/17/09

Date last reviewed: 12/17/09

The Library Director may authorize continued payment of the employer’s share of an
employee’s monthly health insurance premium when an employee is temporarily disabled
and on leave without pay, after exhausting sick leave, vacation, holiday, and
compensatory time benefits.
Continuation will be for a period of up to three months, with the possibility of renewal up
to six months. The library’s portion will be paid only if the employee continues to pay his
or her share.
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Number:

3

Category:

Human Resources

Policy Title:

DRUG AND ALCOHOL-FREE WORKPLACE

Date adopted:

03/17/89

Date amended:

07/21/05; 11/19/09

Date last reviewed: 11/19/09

Management is committed to providing a drug and alcohol-free workplace. To promote this
goal, all employees are required to report to work in appropriate mental and physical
condition to perform their jobs in a satisfactory manner. Preventing employees from working
in an impaired condition can protect all employees, the public and property.
It is a violation of Library policy to manufacture, distribute, dispense, possess or
use a controlled substance or alcohol in the workplace. Anyone found to be
manufacturing, distributing, dispensing, possessing or using an illegal drug or
alcohol while in the workplace or during working hours will be subject to legal and
disciplinary actions, up to and including dismissal.
It is a violation of Library policy to report to work under the influence of drugs and/or
alcohol. The Library has the right to test all employees when there is a reasonable
suspicion that the employee is under the influence of drugs and/or alcohol while on
duty or reporting for duty. The Library will pay for all tests.
If prescription drugs might adversely affect performance of assigned work duties,
alertness and/or coordination, an employee is required to notify his or her
supervisor.
All employees must notify the Library’s Assistant Director of any criminal drug statute
conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace no later than five (5) days after such a
conviction. Within thirty (30) days of receiving such notice, the Library will:
1.

Take appropriate personnel action against such employee, up to and
including dismissal; or

2.

Require such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse
assistance or rehabilitation program approved for such purposes by a
federal, state, or local health, law enforcement or other appropriate agency.

Any employee seeking counseling or rehabilitation may contact the Employee Assistance
Program (EAP). EAP contact information may be obtained from the Library’s Assistant
Director or via the Library’s Intranet – Human Resources page.
As a condition of employment, all employees must abide by the terms described herein.
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